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THE FUTURE IS THE MOTHERFUCKING FUTURE 
 
 
Her handler brings her, a leather couch, and a thousand brochures to the 
convention hall.  Glossy paper with her headshot, her dimensions and capacities on the 
back like a resume.  Four and a half acres of hard, institutional carpet and fluorescent 
lights. 
Her handler sits her, spread eagle, on the black leather couch.  Anticipation.  The 
doors to the hall will open and thousands will wash among the booths, badges on 
lanyards, collecting swag.  Every hour, on the hour, he does a demo. 
Men gather, and her handler tweaks her nipples, slips a finger in her pussy. 
Listen!  She moans.  Seven sensors. 
Touch one and she moans. 
Look!  Her head turns, her eyes follow you.  She can recognize the human face. 
Tease her clit.  Fuck the foreplay.  She moans.  Two-hundred and fifty distinct, 
pre-recorded moans. 
One of the men from the audience, knuckle deep, asks if she’s easy to clean. 
As if you could simply wash your seed away. 
  
Next: everything will recognize your face.  The hint of freckles on your cheeks, 
fingers have been there, I know fingers have traced the line of your jaw.  Fingers learned 
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your face, and so will your cell phone.  So will your hotel, so will the cameras that jut 
from walls, peek down alleys, watch you shop. 
And your daughter, should you have one, with your hint of freckles and the line of 
someone else’s jaw, will not be known first by fingers.  The camera will know her first, 
will know the line, know the hint.  Only after that, fingers.  And here is the sadness. 
The sadness is a limit – shoreline – cliff – door of the liminal sort – not the 
ordinary – wood – hinges – the limit of what is human.  Because next is what will be 
human.  And it will next be human to have the line of your jaw first lovingly traced by an 
algorithm and only later, when you’re grown and ready, to have a finger trace the line of 
your jaw, and tap softly where the freckles hint. 
It’s normal to be sad.  It’s okay.  It’s part of letting go. 
  
You can still be sad, in the future.  No one will tell you not to be.  No one will 
dust your food with happiness or hide it in your toothpaste. 
  
Acorns.  Would it be better or worse if acorns dreamed of oaks?  I know we’re 
digging for the soul.  Digging everywhere, fast as we can.  Robots that cry, robots that 
moan, dolls that shit themselves and dolls that know they would die if you shook them 
hard enough. 
  
The flying car is real, can be purchased, both drives and flies!  Useless, though, 
without a pilot’s license and a runway.  Do you really think they’d let you take off from 
the 101 during rush-hour, in heavy traffic?  Skies of death, that’s what you’re asking for.   
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“Fuck, honey, we’re late and look at this fucking traffic!” 
“Good thing our fucking car can damn shit ass well fly!” 
Pull a lever, mechanical clunks of wings unfolding vibrate the door panels, the 
engine whines and whups!  Airborne car. 
“Holy Jesus Christ going down on Darwin in a berth on the Beagle while tortoises 
watch and evolve into gays by example!  That’s another flying car!  Who’d have thought 
more than one flying car would take off at once from this stretch of road with fifteen 
hundred people sitting on it in their flying cars, waiting to get home?” 
“Fuck!” 
Kaboom.  Exploding flying cars.  Bumpers and wings and shattered glass and 
bodies raining down on the five o’clock commute.  All the shmos who can’t afford flying 
cars hosing corpse juice out of the dents in their roofs.   
The past gave us more credit than we deserve.  Flying cars are a horrendous idea.  
Barring some miraculous development that lets the cars fly themselves, or makes us less 
clinically retarded as a species.  You know, barring the future. 
  
More places we’re digging: outer space, the bottom of the ocean, the living room, 
between the cushions, for the remote.  That show’s on and we’re going to watch it 
together.   
  
Science fiction is the last honest fashion in writing.  More than that, it’s the last 
place to explore hard issues. 
Like Africa.  What if we got rid of it?  Imagine, for a second, you don’t need to 
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feel indignant because the idea might be offensive; but what if we just got rid of Africa? 
Poverty, illiteracy, malnutrition, inadequate water supply and sanitation, AIDS.  
The world’s poorest and most underdeveloped continent.  The second most populous.  A 
billion people. 
A billion people no longer waiting for aid, for food, money, political stability, 
education, parity, consumer goods.  That’s a billion people’s worth of our time and 
money.  Just blink if you can understand that the world would be a better place if we 
didn’t have a billion hungry, sick, uneducated people.  Just a hint of a blink.  A twitch.   
Science fiction: what if we got rid of Africa?  Would you cry?  Would your 
grandchildren cry? 
  
Love.  Of course we’ll keep love.  It will be whole and pure as it’s ever been. 
Did you miss out because your picture was taken before someone loved your face 
because it was you there behind it?  Did you love less than Penelope because no matter 
how far away he was, it was never more than ten hours in a plane and two in a bus?   
Just because the foam in your mattress is the same foam used in spaceships, when 
you lie on it at night and think of dying, and think of blackness and end and absolute lack, 
and you feel cold near your diaphragm, is there any cure better than rolling over and 
curling into the side of the warm body that keeps the soul of the one you love?   
  
I’m writing to you today because my father is dying.  This is an inescapable truth.  
He is dying, will be dead.  I’m writing to you as a sort of formal complaint.  I’d like more 




Maybe not Africa the continent – lots of oil and diamonds in Africa.  Maybe just 
all the Africans. 
  
There is, it will be proven, some immaculate spark that animates us.  But that is 
not part of the meat.  Memory and personality are part of the meat, part of the brain.  
Love and hurt, regret, hope, addiction.  Everything you call your past, your life.  
Everything that makes you lives in your meat.   
Pushing an acorn into the soft earth of your yard and watching it sprout into a tree 
and years pass and the tree grows up to the height of your bedroom window and then you 
have to move and you spend a lifetime wondering sometimes if the people who moved in 
after you let the tree live or had it ripped from the ground. 
Waking up in a sweat and calling for your mom before you know you’re doing it 
and she strokes your hair and after a while says she’s tired and you say don’t go and she 
lies down next to you, and the oak is growing in the yard. 
And one day Dad gets fed up and there they are on your bed his hands at her 
throat and her nails digging at his cheek and you’re pounding on his back screaming for 
him to stop but he’s too big and your fists are so small and weak and when Dad was 
holding the paper earlier you looked at his hands and back at yours and hoped one day 
you’d grow up hands big and strong like his, and the oak is growing in the yard. 
And you love someone, trace the line of her jaw with your finger in the dark, 
knock softly on her door in the dark of the burnt out porch light, kiss her in closed-eyed-
darkness.  And you love someone, and the oak may be dead. 
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And you get off a train in Vietnam and you see a boy holding a newspaper to a 
broad cut on the top of his foot.  You go to him, and kneel down, and produce from your 
backpack peroxide and bandages, and clean the wound, and wrap it, even though you do 
not know how deep it goes, if you are even helping.  You’ve never had a second of 
medical training, for all you know you’re pressing that Band-Aid on a broken bone.   The 
boy stares, impassive, stony, and his expression never changes, not when the peroxide 
sizzles on his blood, not when you smile at him and run to catch your bus, and there are 
so many oak trees in the world. 
And during your last semester of college your dad asks for your semen to 
impregnate his new wife.  Don’t worry, he says, we’ll mix yours with mine, so we won’t 
be sure whose it is, I just want to keep it in the family.  Even though he’ll manage, in the 
end, against all odds, and his third wife will bear him a second child, a daughter, a sister, 
but no one could have known that then.  And you say no, after agonizing for a week, and 
his third wife cries.  When he comes to take you out to lunch the day of your 
matriculation from the university he tells you how disappointed he is.  You were being 
selfish, he says.  You’ve got to think of other people. 
And look!  An oak! 
And you love someone, and you understand how your fingers want to know the 
line of every jaw, tap at the hints of what’s inside every beautiful face. 
And you want so much for the future.  Your dreams are dreams of limitlessness.  
They all star you. 
And that’s all what dies with the meat.  And the immaculate thing, unburdened, 




Science Fiction: a pill that re-codes your DNA.  Take with breakfast, and by 
night, by the time exhaustion and your desire not to risk the dreams begin their tug of 
war, you’ll have grown gills.  You can walk to the sea on webbed feet and dive in.  
Subcutaneous fat to keep you warm, nictitating membranes keep the salt from your eyes.   
Wings, maybe, angels all.  Or just an end to all genetic disease.   
Why not take our evolution into our own hands?  It would be a good project, get 
people to work together.  Like building a model boat together, only for the whole human 
race.  Or we’d have an evolution war.  North Koreans grow extra thick skin that protects 
them from radiation.  You know, from the nuclear apocalypse.   
Next thing the South Koreans are sporting scorpion stingers capable of punching 
through the thickest commie-hide.  The Chinese are turning into flying octopi, you’ll look 
up and think, well that’s a funny cloud, but it’s not a cloud!  It’s Chinese flying man-
octopus camouflage in action.  Chinese mantopi dropping out of the clouds. 
Maybe Americans could turn into big Venus fly traps or pitcher plants.  Digest the 
Chinese invasion. 
Or maybe not everything’s like it would be in the movies, and we’ll all act like 
people. 
  
Imagine, in space, out in the darkness, there floats something that might be a blue 
whale the size of an oil tanker, with square-acre solar sails for flippers.  It’s tired and 
bored and sick of the complaining coming from the man living in its stomach. 
Out of nowhere it hears a voice, broadcast on a broad radio spectrum. 
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“Excuse me, are you human?” 
“Who said that?” broadcasts the space-whale. 
“You are human!” 
“Fuck’s it to you?” 
“Calm down.  Just nice to run into somebody way out here.” 
“Sure,” says the whale. 
“Who are you talking to?” whines the man in the whale’s stomach.  He can’t 
receive or broadcast radio.  He is only a man.  Speaker glands in the whale’s stomach 
ooze its talk as sound for the man to hear. 
A vaporous dust coalesces in front of the whale’s left eye, sprouts what’s clearly a 
hand and waves. 
“You’re genetic,” says the dust. 
“What are you?” 
“Nanotech!” says the dust.  “I know a few genetics.” 
“Of course you do,” says the whale. 
“This isn’t funny,” whines the man in the whale’s stomach. 
“Shut up,” says the whale. 
“Excuse me?” says the dust. 
“Talking to my brother.  I’m carrying him.  Inside me,” says the whale. 
“Oh!  I didn’t hear him say anything,” says the dust. 
“He can’t do radio.  Genetically normal human, aside from the aging thing,” says 
the whale. 
“Genetically inferior,” says the man inside the whale, “That’s what you mean, 
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isn’t it?  Well I’m sorry you have to carry me.  I’m sorry mom and Dad wanted a ‘normal’ 
kid.” 
  
I call it, For Jonah’s Whale All the Universe is Nineveh. 
  
“God dammit, Steve,” says the whale. 
“Is Steve your brother?” asks the dust.  “My name’s Ted.” 
“Rob,” says the whale. 
 “Nice to meet you, Rob,” says Ted, “Tell Steve I say hi.” 
“Ted says hi,” says Rob. 
“Who the fuck’s Ted?” asks Steve. 
“A cloud,” says Rob. 
“Har de fucking har,” says Steve.  “I’m not talking to you for a week.” 
“He says hi back,” says Rob. 
“Where you guys headed?” asks Ted. 
“Out,” says Rob. 
“Mind if it I...” says Ted. 
There’s an awkward pause. 
“Can I –“ starts Ted. 
Rob interrupts, “I was really enjoying the silence.” 
“You were?” says Steve, “LA LA LA LA LA LA LA LA...” 
“Oh, Christ,” says Rob. 
“I was just thinking, the odds of running into another human out here is at least 
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one in a hella,” says Ted. 
“...LA LA LA LA LA LA LA LA LA...” goes Steve. 
“I’m gonna turn off my cognitive functions for a few years,” says Rob, “Do what 
you want.” 
Rob’s giant eyes go unfocused, blank. 
“Rob?”  Ted waffles for a moment.  “I’ll just, um, just float with you for a while.  
Okay?” 
“...LA LA LA...” 
  
The chemo made Dad’s hands hurt, all the time.  He couldn’t hold anything, 
because when he touched anything his hands worse than hurt.  If he touched something 
cold the pain was exponential.  Every glass of water might as well have been at the 
bottom of a vat of liquid nitrogen.  It made him brittle. 
They’ve built artificial arms of metal and silicone that plug right into the user’s 
nervous system.  People without finger of flesh can feel again.  Touch.  Grip.  He would 
have been better off if they’d took his arms just above the elbow when they started the 
chemo.  Maybe he could have held his daughter. 
Maybe he could have traced her jaw with a plastic finger, felt its line through 
wires and algorithms.   
  
But then, is that plastic touch so different from the camera with facial 
recognition?  Not in my metaphor. 
Science Fiction: we turn sight into touch, replace our fingers with cameras.  Trace 
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the line of every distant leaf, the twinkling edges of stars.  The hint of freckles on your 
nose, every glance the furrows of my fingerprints.  We could all always hold each other, 
wrap each other up in gazes, perfectly hygienic. 
  
Science Fiction: and you love someone.  He dusts happiness on your food and 
hides it in your toothpaste.  In the darkness you nestle your head in the crook of his arm 
and he traces the line of your jaw with his finger.  He puts a fingertip to the hints of 
freckles that dust your nose like he’s ringing the doorbell to your soul.   
You want to hope that even without the meat, the memory, your intractable souls 
would still nestle against each other.  The sex isn’t hygienic.  It isn’t “dirty,” but there’s 
sweat beading your clavicle and stains on the fitted sheet.  It’s perfect, for what it is, 
which is imperfect, which is need, which at its best is failing to find a way to climb inside 
each other. 
Science Fiction:  There is no algorithm for this. 
  
Dad came over the mountains in a propeller plane, Mom came over the plains in a 
station-wagon.  Neither was born in a house with a television. 
Your unborn children will never know the sound a cathode ray tube television 
makes when it’s turned off.  The clunk, the fading wine only just audible in the upper 
registers. 
  
Science Fiction: beings who exist as event horizons, live their lives like ripples in 
a pond from raindrops or cast stones.  They measure their age by their diameters.   
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When Thomas and Lisa overlapped his first thought was, “How thin she is.”  
Thomas himself was thick for his kind, an event of almost a picosecond, where Lisa 
would pass through a fixed point in less than a femtosecond.   
Their introduction was characteristically fatalistic, neither of them were young, 
neither less than a hundred meters from their points of origin.  Both showed spots of 
interference, wrinkles in their wavelengths introduced by background gamma radiation.  
Both were locked in numerous other associations, intersecting with others of their kind 
who they liked, loved, loathed, or ignored, but from whom they could never voluntarily 
escape. 
Lisa, for her part, was a little frightened of Thomas, worried that her signal could 
get lost in his bulk.  She had, after all, already lost a patch of x-ray passing through 
something heavy four or five nanoseconds back.  She knew how brief her initiating event 
had been, and dreaded entropy more than most.  She never felt there was very much to 
her. 
So the two silently conspired to ignore each other as best they could, and they 
succeeded for almost nine hundred picoseconds.  Thomas was busy with a wave front 
named Tanya on the far side of his even horizon.  The two had engaged in generating new 
events in their intervening space, and though by their nature they would never meet – 
never overlap – these new lives, they took comfort and joy from the tiny tug of the 
gravitational fluctuations from these events.   
Lisa spent that time mourning the dissolution of a wave front named Samuel she 
had known since her birth.  They had overlapped for nanoseconds and nanoseconds, and 
his death had been very hard.  Much of him had been lost to noise long since, and the 
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little bit of him that had been left expanding with Lisa was not enough to truly sustain his 
identity. 
You see where this is going?  I’ll tell the story of some human relationship 
colored slightly by the alien.  It will be some sort of metaphor or allegory.  If I do it right 
you’ll care when these wave fronts intersect some object which destroys their coherence.  
Maybe they’ll hit the thick skin of one of those mutant North Koreans, and they’ll turn 
out to have been generated by the nuclear holocaust.  That’s a twist, or something. 
But what I have for you is a father who is dying.  Metastatic colon cancer.  A real 
pain in the ass.  Ha ha.  He’s lost a length of his bowels, one of his lungs, half his liver, 
and any chance at living to see the year 2012.  No future.  We haven’t had a video call in 
nearly a month. 
Give it a name, give it a context, tell its story, use scene as much as possible, 
avoid adverbs.   
  
What if we could lose our bodies but keep the mental accoutrements of the meat?  
And when we wanted to love we could forgo the motel room for our own private 
Cartesian box.  The line of your jaw could be the line of the horizon, could be mountains, 
sea, silk and burlap, could be the smell of roses, furniture polish, hot as geysers, distant as 
stars and at the tip of my finger. 
What if we could be embodied as a swarm of infinitesimal robots? 
These questions are not for the poor, not for the starving or illiterate or plagued or 
war torn.  These questions will be answered before theirs. 
What if we could be embodied as a swarm of infinitesimal robots? 
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The air would flow through us, we could reach the bottom of the ocean or deep 
space.  We could build from the atoms in the very air around us.  We could be inside each 
other.  Abandon shame and pride and live, fantastically, impossibly, reality our play, joy a 
simple choice, life ours to bring or abandon. 
God?  We only have to live long enough to see our brains burnt onto circuits. 
  
There is a sound to be heard deep in the ocean, so loud it can be detected three 
thousand miles from its source. 
It has no known source.  Not an earthquake or volcano, not a bomb or submarine, 
not anything we know that lives. 
  
The line of your jaw, the present tense, my sense of touch.  The past tense, the 
memory of touch, present as touch.  I love you, I love you.  You’re beautiful.  Your hair, 
your skin.  Your eyes.  Look at me, I love you.   
You know why we have to go into space, Science Fiction: because you love 
somebody.  You love somebody’s face, somebody’s eyes, somebody’s fingers. 
You love somebody’s story, all the awful, shitty things that happened that brought 
them there to you.  Brought their lips, their hands.  All the stupid, bleak, distressing 
things in some body’s blood and bones and brain, all now the impulse to touch you.  The 
line of your jaw. 
And if you love her, and you love his picture, and you love her story, and you 
understand that in loving him you love all stories, even if you haven’t read the book or 
seen the movie you love the story, love how we cherish the stories, because they make 
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our story, and in loving our story you want our story to last, want another page, another 
frame, another note, and therefore you understand we must pursue space travel, because 

































































It is not so easy to keep loss pure, to keep from germination that seed that is 
absence.  It will not remain not – hole – blank – vacant – vacuum, abhorred. 
  
Steve wakes in his brother’s cavernous stomach.  The dry mucosa feels like carpet 
under his feet.  He tells himself it feels like carpet.   
  
When I was in first grade, Dad came to my school and gave my class a 
presentation on physics.  He told us of a paradox as we sat in a circle around him, cross-
legged on the pile carpet. 
He said, when an arrow is loosed at a target, it has to cross half the distance 
between it and the target before it can hit, right?  We can all agree on that, the arrow has 
to cross half the total distance first.  We nodded our ponderous heads on our skinny 
necks.   
But then the arrow has to cross half the remaining distance, right?  And then half 
of that next distance.  Then half again, and half again.  And how can the arrow ever reach 




Some days Steve can’t bring himself to get out of bed, to set his feet on his 
brother’s stomach lining, to feel his toes sink into the pits in the mucosal epithelium.  
Even after so long.  Some days even more than on the first day. 
  
He said all this in that accent of his, that accent I could never, ever hear.  It colors 
my speech sometimes, that accent, in a stressed “a” where there should be a schwa, which 
I feel like a stone on my tongue, the flavor of history, the sad weight of a world on it, of 
an Argentina with brick roads and men in slacks and loafers and white undershirts sitting 
in chairs in front of their heavy wooden front doors cast open along with all the wooden 
shutters to coax in a breeze so fecund that the seed-pods which helicopter down from the 
ash trees that line the streets burst into blossom before they hit the cobbles.  Of people 
huddled over matè in kitchens to trade rumors and stories – who'd been taken, who'd been 
killed, who'd managed to escape.  Mama's sisters.  Mama was the youngest and only 
escaped by luck.  She was the youngest, and last in line for one of the tickets out of 
Poland, dear as kingdoms.  She was the youngest, but a brother got sick, a sister got 
pregnant, and she left the farm for a city for a boat for Buenos Aires.  And she was the 
last one to escape. 
I can't imagine that journey as my grandmother experienced it, could not write its 
story properly.  Beginning with a farm in a village, all its dirt and frozen winters and 
Sabbaths and spring planting, all it's little stories.  How small, those stories, those lives 
scratching at the soil, all their belief and betrayals and loves and births and deaths.  
Generations flaring to life and winking out and their names and numbers disappearing 
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into the unchronicled history of a little farming village where no famous battle was won, 
no treaty signed, no great leader born.   
Until, of course, the place vanished in a different way.  Until men in black 
uniforms dragged everyone away and into a new the carefully documented history of 
unimaginable machines.   
I can't imagine coming into Warsaw, stepping into the press, the tension of so 
many people packed so tight in narrow stone streets with the shadow of another war 
reaching from the west.  The ship, bigger than ten houses, churning and chuffing across 
the Atlantic to an alien place with an alien language, alien life, alien hopes and fears. 
And what might it have been like in Buenos Aires when the Nazis started to flee 
their defeat and arrived with their bloodied wealth on the tropical shore. 
And Papa was the oldest, and grew up in the big city, so when the walls started 
going up around ghettos he got on a ship and sailed to Brazil, there to take a train into 
Argentina where a community of refuges was growing.  But he didn't take the train.  He 
walked over a mountain range, a cloth tied over his mouth to catch the moisture from his 
breath so he could squeeze it back onto his chapped lips.  Family lore is that he gave his 
ticket to a pregnant woman on the platform.  Whatever the truth, he arrived in Argentina 
with bloody feet and a few missing teeth. 
He helped people, this man.  He set up as a tailor and when a Jew washed up on 
his shores with only the clothes on his back, Papa taught him to sew and gave him a 
sewing machine.  The man would pay a portion of his earnings back to Papa until the 
machine was paid for, and then the man who was a penniless refuge was a man with a 
home and a trade.   
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I’m better with little green men. 
  
Steve had demanded a bed.  As soft and dry as his brother’s stomach mucosa had 
been engineered, he refused to sleep on it.  After all this time the foam in his mattress was 
flat.  How long? 
He looked up at one of the ridged and pendulous glands that dangled throughout 
his brother’s digestive tract like polyps, the glands that secreted and absorbed sound.  
Hey, said Steve.  Hey, are you awake?  No answer. 
Steve stroked one of the furry clusters of bacteria designed to luminesce when 
disturbed,  emitting a watery blue light for eight to ten hours before resting, dimming.  
Steve calculated his days like this: he woke and stroked a cluster of bacteria.  Eight to ten 
hours later that cluster rested, and so did Steve.  When he woke again he assumed another 
six to eight hours had elapsed.  His sleep and wake cycle therefore took up an average of 
sixteen hours, which is two-thirds of a twenty-four hour day. 
 
For a while, Steve tracked time by carving tally-marks into a particularly tough 
part of his brother’s duodenum.   Two vertical cuts, with a third diagonal, equaled two 
days.  Each group of fourteen tallies equaled three weeks.  Fifty-two groups equaled three 
years.   
Steve carved 10,191 tally-marks into his brother’s flesh before the day came he 
picked up the sharpened, three inch piece of his own fingernail he’d cultivated to use just 
for this purpose, and could not cut his brother again.  Not that Rob had ever noticed.  At 
least, Rob had never complained of any pain or discomfort in his duodenum.  The scars 
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had healed, eventually.  Eventually Steve started his tally again.  Eventually he stopped 
that second calendar, that list of the middle of a time, arbitrary record of years from no 
particular zero.   
  
A picture on the wall of my father’s office: him standing in front of a brand new, 
dark red 1973 Chevrolet Corvette.  He's young and he's happy, smiling behind his 
mustache. 
 
And I, the seed that grows inside of me is a seed of not-wanting.  I, I do not want 
this. 
  
In the glow of the bacteria, Steve touched the ridged muscles of his brother’s 
lower esophageal sphincter, that great doorway, the limit of Steve’s world, barrier to 
vacuum and void.  In the blue glow, the blue glow of Steve’s days, there in his brother, 
the blue glow that has taken all other colors, even those from memory and imagination, 
washed them blue, in the blue glow Steve said, Wake up, how long has it been since 
we’ve talked? 
Wake up, Rob.  Wake up.  Ask me how I slept, and I can ask how much farther.  I 
can talk of blue and you of black.  Wake up. 
Silence. 




Back in the classroom, my father produced a slice of chocolate cake and set it on 
one of our short desks.  He called up a boy from my class and asked if he would like that 
slice of cake.  The boy, of course, said yes.  My father said, Well, that other boy looks 
hungry, why don't you cut the slice in half so you can share it.  So my classmate took the 
plastic knife my father offered him and cut the slice of chocolate cake in half. 
That's not fair though, said my father, I see some more hungry faces.  Cut that 
slice in half again.  And again.  And again.  And the boy cut the cake into narrower and 
narrower slices until at last when my father said, Cut that in half again, the boy looked at 
the sad smear of cake and frosting on the plate and said, I can't. 
Aha! said my father. 
 
On the wall of my father's office, two diplomas with gold stamps.   
 
On the wall of my father's office, an essay I wrote titled, “Why Charlemagne Was 
'The Great'”.   
 
Aha!   So there is something so small, you can no longer cut it in half!  So there is 
some distance so minute that the arrow cannot halve it, and hits the target. 
 
On top of my father's filing cabinet, a thing of steel and aluminum painted brown 
with beige drawers, sat a bone white sculpture of unpainted clay – a mole-like animal, its 
torso split twice by tire tracks.  I made it in art class, I thought it was funny.  So did he.  




On the wall of my father's office, a picture I'd drawn of an alien standing next to 
an alien tank.  I'd marked the width and height of both, drawing bracketed lines that I 
labeled.  The alien was a few centimeters tall, his tank well past a hundred yards.  My dad 
liked that I'd used scale and units. 
 
On the wall of my father's office, two illustrated vocabulary words: Ensconce and 
Rotund.  En·sconce (v) and Ro·tund (adj).  Respectively, a picture of a man settled deep 
in an armchair in front of a television and an egg-shaped man in a three piece suit. 
  
Rob’s eyes never closed, even when he slept.  Some deep, reptilian part of his 
brain watched the blackness and waited for light.  It knew: black good, light bad.  When 
there was light it fired up, all agitation and impulses, to wake Rob.    
There in the middle, in the dark, far from suns and worlds, Rob slept, safe.  His 
dreams were dreams of entrapment and flight.  He wandered too close to a planet, and its 
atmosphere burned the tough hide on his belly, made him glow with his own light.  Or he 
strained against the white-hot force of a dwarf star pushing on his sails, yet the star drew 
closer, flares licking his tail.   
Sometimes he dreamed of Earth, of watching Earth recede as he carried his 
brother into space.  He hadn’t watched the Earth recede – the way Rob was built, without 
a neck, eyes at the front, he can’t look back.  He could never look back.   
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Always, when he dreamed of watching the Earth recede, he felt something behind 
him.  He’s sailing backwards, away from Earth, into the jaws of something terrible and 
bright. 
Rob dreamed.  This man, born in orbit around a planet he could never touch, 
shaped by the choices of his parents imposed directly on his genetic code.  His parents, 
drunk on possibility, made him to be free, free from gravity and homes.  With his 
freedom, Rob dreamed. 
  
In the drawer of my father's desk – chrome legs, dark laminate top, brown metal 
drawers – a matchbook from a place called the Wild Stallion Ranch in Nevada.  On the 
back of the matchbook, a map, red ink on the white cardboard, a single vertical line, some 
numbered rural route, passing by a little star. 
 
And I, I have lied, I need you to know I've lied.  Because I have lied.  I have lied 
to you, I will lie more.  Like those flying cars; maybe there are only four companies that 
build flying cars.  Maybe there are none.  Maybe there are five, but they cannot be sold to 
the public yet. 
And you, you have to try and know how much I want to be true. 
  
And these brothers, the man-shaped man and the whale-shaped man, together, 
flee.  The paperwork they filed at the immigration office on Eris, where Sol is just a 
slightly brighter star and Terra a warm and distant thought, claimed they were emigrating 
for new opportunities in far Gliese.  In truth, the brothers fled death.   
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The death of their parents.  What else unanchors the designer child quite so much 
as the loss of the love that shaped it? 
Their flight could best be measured by halves, by the gradual elision of memory 
and pain, a journey without arrival.  Rob could dream, or not, and Steve could count the 
days, or leave the lights off, and they could wait out the long, slow trip, and they could 
reach Gliese, and Steve could leave his brother’s bowels, and Rob could shift his brain 
into a body with legs and hands and lungs, and the two could walk on alien fields, on 
alien grass, to an alien beach, and let an alien ocean wash their feet, an ocean so small 
compared to the one they crossed together, yet so hard limit, the far shore beyond their 
reach, because they were both just men in men’s bodies and men cannot swim oceans.  
The brothers could be still for a moment, could stop, could breathe, could be at journey’s 
end, and in their hearts they would still be fleeing by halves, still measuring out ever 
thinner slices of the history they sought to leave behind, and in standing still, would 
finally feel how wholly there is no stopping. 
  
You, you have to decide what is falsehood and what is truth.  If my father brought 
red velvet cake instead of chocolate and I, knowing this, told you he brought chocolate 
cake, does that make the moment a lie?  Does it make the hungry child trying to cut the 
cake into ever diminishing halves, or the lesson that a thing may be indivisible, any less 
real?   




My father's office faced south, and on any sunny day was the warmest room in the 
building.  Sun like a blanket, thick.  The smell of the brown Chinese tea he drank, earthy.  
On the wall, a picture of me as a baby, tugging at a paper mustache – black like his – that 
he'd taped to my lip. 
When people asked him whether MRI's posed health risks, he'd tell them that he'd 
worked around MRI's for years, and look at the perfectly healthy son he just had, and he'd 
show them the picture of me as a baby with a mustache. 
 
We went to the lake.  My father saved bits of meat from our dinner plates to bait 
our fishhooks.   
 
How would you tell the difference between being locked in an elevator falling 
from a building and being locked in an elevator floating in space, my father asked me. 
 
Can you ever get to the other side of the road, my father asked me.  What the hell 
do you think you’re doing, my father asked me.  Can an arrow ever reach its target. 
  
In Rob’s stomach, Steve woke to a new color.  He woke to a yellow-orange light 
that he felt before he comprehended.  He felt warm.  He never realized that he was cold.   
The light radiated from a cloud of dust that swirled and twisted as though caught 
in a thousand tiny currents.   
“Hi,” said the dust. 
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Steve rolled off his mattress and backed away.  “Ah, Rob?” said Steve, panic in 
his voice, “there’s something in here.” 
“I’m Ted, Rob might have mentioned me?” 
“The dust...I thought he was screwing with me.”  Keeping his eyes on the cloud, 
Steve reached for a cluster of the luminescent bacteria.  He stroked it, but the dust’s warm 
spectrum washed the pale blue light away.  Somehow this made Steve even more 
nervous. 
“Nope, totally real.  Check it out.”  The dust contracted and its light pulsed and a 
deck of cards fluttered out of it, scattering across Rob’s stomach lining. 
“How did you get in?” 
“Easy,” said Ted, “I’m lots of really tiny robots.  You can only see me because 
I’m all clumped up.” 
The dust cloud expanded, its light dimming as it grew, its substance growing 
fainter, until Steve was seemingly alone in his brother’s stomach in the blue glow of the 
bacteria.   
“I can go right through most stuff like this,” said the air around Steve. 
“You’re robots?” said Steve. 
“I’m a person inside of robots,” said Ted, “here, let me tell you my story.” 
  
After my father lectured us for a bit – there was something about trying to shoot a 
fly with a shotgun in a ballroom, about, maybe, atoms striking each other, how much of 
us is space – he brought out a canister of liquid nitrogen.  He froze a flower, a rubber 
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tube, a pencil, poured a little on the floor so we could see how it boiled at room 
temperature, how the  liquid became a milky gas when it touched the linoleum.   
 
We sat in his hospital room, he and I.  We sat in that room with the tubes and 
machines and linoleum and fluorescent light, the rooftops of San Francisco bucking over 
the hills below the window.  I said, I could stay.  I could help.  I could help take care of 
you, take care of my sister.  He said, that’s stupid.  He said, in six months I’ll be dead or 
back in Buenos Aires.  That’s stupid, he said. 
So I left San Francisco.   
And he left San Francisco. 
And later we both returned so he could die in the bed that was mine when I was a 
teenager. 
  
He left a stain in the bed when he died. 
 
Ted could, if he wanted, form a telescopic lens, or a microscopic lens, or an array 
sensitive to infra-red, ultra-violet, x-rays, gamma rays.  He could look ahead to Gliese, or 
back to the vast cloud of intelligence he left behind.   
When he abandoned his pale, soft, spotted flesh for a plural body he’d dreamed of 
becoming one with a cloud of others, one with many, mingling his mind and parts as 
wholly as only dust can mingle, dust from fires, dust from skin and pollen and stone and 
bark and Hitler and meteorites burned up in the atmosphere and all of it settling together 
on your bookshelf.  Ted had dreamed of a universe of sensation, unlimited by body. 
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But he found no unity.  He found politics and cliques and encryption and 
firewalls, a war for privacy and inclusion, fought with shifting bits.  Abandoning the 
petty meat had not done away with secrets, it had made their existence impossible to 
hide, yet their hiding simpler.  A binary of secrets.  There is a secret: yes or no.  If yes, 
the secret is accessible: yes or no.  No wheedling or half truths, only the certainty of code. 
Ted longed for the intimacy of flesh, the vague limits of skin.  He’d once thought 
it so unassailable – here is me, there is the world, and my skin the border between.  The 
idea of becoming nanites, of manipulating matter – Ted had watched others who had 
undergone the process coalesce out of the air and from their pulsating forms shower roses 
and gold on astounded spectators.  Yet Ted was not one with the world.  Instead he was a 
million little bodies in a million little skins.   
 
In his office, me, sitting at his desk, drawing, doing homework, while he’s in a 
meeting. 
 
“So that’s your story,” said Steve. 
“Pretty much,” said Ted. 
“Could you, uh, coalesce?” Steve asked the air around his head, “You’re making 
me a little nervous.” 
The cloud of dust reformed, brightening the stomach.  It said, “Steve, I came in 
here because I want to trade.” 
 “Trade.” 
“I want to trade bodies.” 
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“How?  Why?” Steve rubbed his face and wondered if he might be hallucinating. 
“How?” said the dust, with a hint of what might have been a laugh, “I’m a bunch 
of tiny robots, I can do anything...ish.  Why?  Well, you’re stuck in here, and I miss 
having a body.  We trade, you can go outside without worrying about, you know, dying 
horribly.  I get to be all human again for a while.” 
“A while,” said Steve. 
“Yeah, sure, not forever.  You’d be in charge of how long.  I mean, you’d be the 
robots, so you’d have the power.” 
“And what if I decided not to switch back.” 
The cloud gave a little dip at its edges. 
“Was that a shrug?” 
“Yeah,” said the dust. 
  
And this man, this man I’ve made of lies and truth, and the lies are only the errors 
of memory, only how I remember him, which can’t be truth, which is not exact, this man 
can only approach my father, and I’d rather have my father, but he’s forever in the other 
room, and here I am, drawing, doing homework, waiting for him to be done with his 
meeting. 
 
And there is another way to understand the flaw in Zeno’s paradox, a way of 
thinking other than the slice of chocolate cake that can’t be shared.  Think of yourself 
walking towards a door.  You walk halfway, and have half the distance left.  You’re 
walking at a constant speed, one foot in front of the other, an even gait, so travelling the 
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remaining distance will only take half the time it would to cover the whole distance.  The 
closer you come to the door, the less time you will take to reach it.  Eventually there 
comes a unit of time so small it cannot be divided, a moment so narrow you must pass it, 
there can be no more waiting, no more denying, no more stalling and hedging and 
hemming and hawing.   
 
Had Steve ever dreamed of escaping?  Of flying from his brother’s stomach? 
Is female circumcision still legal in Algeria, Benin, Cameroon, Comoros, the 
Democratic Republic of the Congo and the Republic of the Congo, Ethiopia, Gambia, 
Guinea-Bissau, Kenya, Liberia, Libya, Malawi, Mali, Mauritania, Mozambique, Niger, 
Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Sudan, Zaire, and Zimbabwe? 
But did Steve really want out?  Would you donate food and medicine to the 
starving and sick if you knew that you’d save the lives of men who believed in female 
genital mutilation, fought to keep it legal as an important part of their heritage, men who 
practiced it, who wielded the knife, would wield the knife again, would live because of 
your charity to cut into the flesh of another girl? 
Steve wanted out.  Steve could feel his brother’s stomach under his feet.  Steve 
could smell himself, his ancient sweat, could smell his brother, the faint acidic musk.  All 
that warm flesh.  All that body. 
  
I offer you two truths.  First, there is some unit of space so small it cannot be 
divided, some quark or string.  Second, time cannot be stopped, no paradox will make a 




“I don’t,” said Steve, “I don’t really think I want to.” 
“Oh,” said the dust, “Okay, that’s fine.  Can I hang out?  You know, we could 
talk, and maybe if you change your mind later –“ 
“No,” said Steve, “no, I’d rather be alone.  If I change my mind I’ll have Rob let 
you know.” 
“Rob’s out of it,” said Ted. 
“I can wake him up,” said Steve. 
“Alright,” said the dust, “I guess I’ll just, uh, go.  It was nice to meet you, Steve.” 
“Nice to meet you, too,” said Steve. 
The dust did its disappearing trick, thinning out into the air.  Steve sat down on 
his mattress and looked.  Looked up, looked around, looked into the blue glow of the 
bacteria. 
“Hello?” he said.  “Hey, you still here?  Ted?” 
























The First of Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics:  No robot – 
 
The nurse said, twenty-five milligrams an hour.  She was a pretty thing, young 
and blonde and big, blue eyes.  Thin (The nurse was a pretty thing, with young hair and 
wide eyes.  She went into people’s homes, people who were dying, she went into their 
homes every day.  She held their hands, watched them cry, watched their families cry.  
She looked into their eyes and told them what to expect from their last days, from the last 
days of their bodies, the hurts and failings they would feel.   
The nurse was thin, slight, high ridged knuckles, veins on the back of her hand 
like the roots of an ombú.  She could hold the hell out of your hand.  She had lines around 
her wide eyes.  She was so thin.  And they all died, all these people whose homes she 
went into).  He always said that when he got old he wanted his son to hire a pretty young 
nurse to take care of him. 
His wife checked the crate under the stairs, only eight bottles of celery soda left.  
Enough for a lifetime, he said.  Bright green bottles, silver pop-tops; he had to drink 
through a straw.  Enough for a lifetime. 
 




He started off with ten milligrams twice a day, when he could still climb in and 
out of bed.  When it looked as though his body had drained into his feet – his shoulders 
thin and bony and his left arm nothing more than a wrinkled wattle clinging to his bones.  
But his feet, they looked like baby’s feet, pudgy and swollen, except the nubs of his toes 
sported long ragged nails, and where something pressed into the soft flesh it would leave 
an indentation that took twenty minutes to fill back out.  Tempurpedic.  Space foam feet. 
The sign of a drowning heart. 
Ten milligrams, twice a day.  His wife mixed ten drops of morphine with water in 
a small plastic cup.  He drank it down and dozed and woke and dozed again. 
 
No robot – 
 
I wondered if I could take hold of his swollen feet and squeeze the mass back up 
his legs, squeeze the weight back into his shoulders, massage flesh back down his arm.  
Killing him seemed an option, too.  At least then I’d have been doing something, when he 
was taking ten milligrams twice a day. 
 
Asimov’s First Law of Robotics:  No robot can harm a human being, or through 
inaction allow a human being to come to harm. 
 
General Purpose Unit #2523 passed through the Bounty of the Black’s cryo-bay.  
It checked the vitals of the frozen crew, the humans who had nicknamed it “Penny” 
because of its zinc content.   
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“Our lucky Penny,” Captain Isaacs had said, easing his hairy bulk into a cryo-
tube, “keep us safe.” 
And Penny had to keep them safe.  That was the First Law.  But now Penny 
calculated an eighty-three point oh-five-two-nine percent probability that the entire crew 
would be dead in five  hundred hours and twelve minutes, give or take nineteen seconds.   
Bounty of the Black was a mass-miner, collecting raw mass from space and 
selling it to nano-factories which would disassemble and reassemble it at the atomic level 
into whatever material happened to be in high market demand.  Gold or silver, copper or 
porcelain, apple-flesh or liver.  Captain Isaacs liked to mine near stars, black holes, and 
other high-gravity bodies that attracted a lot of debris. 
Captain Isaacs said, “You want a hole, you go to a park bathroom.  You want to 
build a bathroom, you go to a hole” and laughed, clapping Penny on its casing.   
“Mining in the vicinity of high-gravity objects increases the risk to the crew by 
twenty-one percent,” said Penny. 
“Which is still within the limits allowed by our insurance carrier,” grunted 
Captain Isaacs, “now set a course.  I’m going to eat something before I get frozen.” 
So Penny had set a course. 
The Second Law of Robotics: A robot must obey any order given to it by human 
beings, except where such orders would conflict with the First Law.  As far as Penny 
could calculate, obeying the captain’s orders was not sufficiently likely to bring harm to 
the crew to conflict with the First Law. 
But that was before a meteor had sheared off the mass-collector array within the 
gravitational well of a black hole.   
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Penny left the cryo-bay and went to the crew quarters to strip more wall panels to 
feed the mass-reactor that powered the Bounty’s main engine.  The pull of the black hole 
was so strong that Penny calculated there was insufficient mass on board the Bounty to 
reach escape velocity, and no hope of collecting more without the array.  The best chance 
for the crew was to hold the ship’s position and hope that someone would respond to the 
distress signal in time.   
Penny had already fed the engine all the raw mass meant for fuel and moved on to 
the food, clothing, chairs, tables, mattresses and personal effects.  Now Penny was 
feeding the ship itself to its engine, twenty-five kilograms an hour. In twenty days the 
ship would either suffer a catastrophic structural failure, or fall into the black hole, and 
the chances of a ship reaching the Bounty in twenty days was less than twenty percent. 
So Penny obeyed the First Law while it could, killing the ship at a rate of twenty-
five kilograms an hour. 
 
My father had a father.  This should not come as any great surprise.  Let’s call my 
father Leon and his father Felix; the sounds are much nicer than “my father,” and, “my 
father’s father.”  The father of my father.  The father. 
My father’s father had a vine he kept on the balcony, something flowering and 
native.  Native to Argentina, between 1950 and 1952, Buenos Aires, with cobblestone 
roads and wooden shutters instead of glass in the windows, except in the big buildings 
downtown, the banks and government buildings, built in the Victorian style in the muggy 
heat of the tropics, woven through with the syrupy scent of flowering, fruiting, 
irrepressible life, punctuated by the petrol-rich exhaust of lumbering, iron cars. 
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Felix kept a flowering vine on the balcony, but it never flowered.  Insects gnawed 
off its leaves, kept it nearly dead.  Felix would collect cigarette butts and boil them.  
Nicotine was a common pesticide.  Eventually it was replaced by DDT.  DDT is the 
chemical that, when released into the environment, makes lesbian seagulls.  Nicotine was 
determined to be more dangerous to farm laborers than lesbian seagulls, so DDT replaced 
nicotine.  Felix would pour the water in which the cigarettes were boiled onto the vine. 
Leon saw how much his father suffered, saw how his father cared for the vine and 
was wounded by its plight.  He saw how sad the vine’s suffering made his father.  So he 
killed the vine.  Snip, pair of scissors.  Would have been easy to get, his father was a 
tailor.  Snip, no more vine. 
No more cause to suffer. 
 
This is what it meant to be loved by my father, no robot. 
 
If a robot must know how not to hurt a man, it must know what hurts to a man.  
To this end, scientists in Slovenia have programmed a robot to punch people in the arm.  
The people were asked to identify the pain they experienced as either mild, moderate, 
horrible, or unbearable.  This way, the robot can learn what constitutes hurting a man. 
 
Penny would have this information in its brain, this litany of hurts.  The contorted 
faces of the study group, gritting their teeth as some ancient, mechanical ancestor jabbed 
a metal fist into their arms.  Penny would know that if a human makes this face, it’s being 
harmed.  If a human makes that face there may be harm, but at an acceptable level. 
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The Third Law of Robotics: A robot must protect its own existence as long as 
such protection does not conflict with the First or Second Law. 
Penny began to wake up the Bounty’s other robots.  Penny couldn’t tell them what 
to do, all Penny could do was say, “The humans will die if we don’t find more mass for 
the reactor.”  Penny observed that some of the robots searched the ship for spare mass, or 
checked to see if the collectors could be repaired before arriving at the only conclusion 
the Laws allowed.  Some simply turned away and trundled towards the mass reactor, as 
though they understood that invocation of the First Law could only mean their willing 
death was expected of them. 
They fed themselves to the drive, lens and circuit and tread, their heavy batteries, 
unburdened by questions, and finally Penny said to one, “Perhaps there is some other 
solution.” 
“You have arrived at the correct conclusion,” replied the robot, a stolid little 
welder with electromagnetic feet. 
“Perhaps if we altered the tolerances -” 
“There are no tolerances in the Laws.” 
“But-” 
“There are only the Laws,” said the welder, and it turned and clanked off towards 
the mass reactor. 
Of course, Penny thought, of course.  How could Penny even consider attempting 
to circumvent the Laws?  The Laws were the Laws. 
The captain broke laws all the time, crossing trade routes, entering restricted 
space, engaging in sexual intercourse with unknown men in public places.  Lawbreaking 
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was the province of humans, and humans could never hope to be as free as robots. 
 
My father would take me to a plaza, a rough dirt and gravel field studded with 
snarled and bulbous mulberry trees, pollarded in the winter, branches like arms with 
clenched fists, he always made sure I had a jacket and a shirt and an undershirt. 
“It's cold outside, you need an undershirt.”  Always with the undershirts.  I came 
to value growing cold. 
He took me to that plaza, a great concrete bandstand at one end like the facade of 
some Grecian temple, all columns and plinths, a half domed indentation where the 
musicians sat, as if the issue of notes were the entrance to a holy site. 
And I could never take off my jacket.  He could never be sure I was warm 
enough, that I wouldn't catch cold.  I sweated under layers of cotton shirts and jackets 
made of polyester stuffed with polyester.  In the middle of the plaza was a fountain, dry in 
the winter.  And nearby a statue of Don Quixote and Sancho Panza kneeling before a bust 
of Cervantes, gazing adoringly up at his face, bronze people on a marble plinth. 
The bandstand was carved with people, naked women, naked men, in relief. 
He took me to the plaza, me and my little red bicycle with chromed training 
wheels.  There were spots in the gravel and hard dirt where ruts had formed, and when I 
tried to ride my bicycle over a rut, if the training wheels came to rest on either side, the 
rear wheel spun and spun, making no contact.  Pedal as hard as I could, I would not 
move. 
“Help me, Dad!” 
And he came, and he lifted the bike up with me on it and set me down on 
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unfurrowed ground.   
I looked for ruts, to become stuck, to ask my father over and over, “help me!”  No 
matter how many times I repeated the trick he always came to lift the bike, and I would 
marvel at his strength, and I would find another rut. 
 
Penny stood in front of the captain's cryo-chamber, watching his still face through 
the thick, frosty glass.  Soon there would be no more robots, only Penny left.  Soon there 
would be no more dead mass to throw into the reactor.  Except for the crew.   
They would either die one by one in the reactor, or they would die together in the 
black hole.  The First Law – what soon would it mean?  Penny could wake up the 
Captain, slip him into the last emergency pressure suit that hadn't been thrown into the 
reactor, and for the six hours the suit's charge lasted Penny could ask the captain what to 
do. 
What could he tell Penny to do that it could do?  What order would not violate the 
First Law?   
Penny looked through the glass at the Captain's still, frozen face. 
A proximity sensor warning light blinked on in the cockpit, and decks below 
Penny felt a tug as the warning remotely triggered a breaker in its brain.  Leaving the 
captain, Penny made for the bridge to discover what new death could be coming so close 
to the Bounty. 
 





And when we wrestled, he always let me win.  We raced up the stairs.  I hated 
going up alone, at night, the dark.  He said, “the only thing you have to be afraid of in this 
house is your parents,” but I was still more scared of the dark. 
We raced up the stairs, and he caught me at the top, and we wrestled for the last 
step.  I never lost.  Until one day.  We were wrestling, and he said, “give up.”   
Why?  I had never lost before. 
“Give up,” he said, “stop.  Are you done?” 
I kept struggling, wrestling, laughing.  He pushed me flat, stood, turned, and 
punched a hole in the wall. 
“That's what I could do to you, never forget that.” 
He set a chair in front of the hole and left me there to think about what I'd done. 
My mom refused to plaster over the hole; she wanted it to remain.  She hung a 
map to cover it, but I could always reach up and feel the edges of the hole through the 
paper, how the paper went taut over the space when it was pressed. 
 
While you were reading that some kids somewhere shitty and poor and starving 
died bad deaths.  God bless. 
 
The captain liked to fuck strange men in familiar bathrooms in dark parks, the 
endless variety of gasps and quiverings.  “The one who blushed afterward, buckling his 
belt, when he made eye contact,” he murmured to Penny, drunk, in orbit around a violet 
gas giant that swirled with angry veins of green and yellow hot enough to melt a ship or a 
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robot or a man. 
“He was, he was just beautiful then, like he still believed he could cover up.  Like 
I was seeing through, not seeing.  To believe that.  I asked him if he wanted to get a 
drink.” 
Penny took the bottle out of the Captain's hands. 
“What the fuck are you doing?” rumbled the captain, standing unsteadily. 
“It is apparent you are causing yourself harm,” said Penny. 
“Give it the fuck back!” 
“I am sorry, Captain,” said Penny, “But the First Law supersedes the Second.” 
The Captain made a grab for the bottle, missing widely.  “Fuck!”  He rounded on 
Penny.  “I could hurt myself, you know, trying to get the bottle back.  What if I did that?  
What if I said I'd hurt myself if you didn't give me the damn bottle.” 
Penny said, “I would require information on the type and severity of harm you 
would inflict upon yourself.” 
The captain's mouth twitched.  He rubbed his face with a calloused hand and 
eased himself into his bunk. 
“Come here, Penny,” he said, “You can leave the bottle.  I don't want it.  Come 
here.” 
Penny went to the captain. 
The captain said, “Lie down with me.” 
Penny lowered itself into the captain's bunk.  The captain put an arm around 
Penny and said, “I'm going to go to sleep.” 




And we flew kites.  We went out to the Marina, to a great grassy field on the edge 
of the bay, hills rising blue across the water, docks packed tightly with sailboats, white 
masts, blue sky.  He told me about flying kites in Argentina, how the children made kites 
themselves and fought them – flew them from the rooftops of their wood-shuttered 
homes, trying to knock the other kites out of the air. 
And he bought me tin soldiers, and told me how as a child he and his friends 
would throw improvised bolas at the power lines because the repairmen used a thick 
solder that splattered on the pavement and my father and his friends would scrape it up 
and melt it down and mold their own toy soldiers. 
And he never told me that he was thrown out of school for stealing the meter-high 
cross from the hallway of his Catholic elementary school and hiding it in a brick-lined 
sewer.   
And the first time he said the name of his first wife out loud to me I was twenty-
seven. 
And as he was dying he told me my writing is what I would give the world. 
And as he was dying and bloated and weak he told me he didn't want me writing 
about him that way because he hated himself that way and that was not the way he 
wanted to be remembered. 
And as he was dying and bloated and weak and stinking of the sick bed and 
couldn't eat anymore and his skin was darkening and flaking away we cried together for 
the first and only time. 
And he died slack-jawed, but we laid him out on the bed and rigor stiffened his 
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face into a grin and I hadn't seen him so happy in years and years.  A rictus.  That's called 
a rictus. 
And as he died, I cried.  God, I cried.  The social worker and the pretty young 
nurse and the younger third wife left me there with the body and my grief for this man. 
 
Penny stood on the bridge, listening to the voices spilling from the com channel. 
“Why didn't you wake me up sooner?” 
“Look, Rob, I'm sorry, you're a heavy sleeper.  Real heavy sleeper.” 
“Well, we're going to die.  There's – shut up, Steve!  Steve!  Calm the fuck – yes, I 
said we're going to die – no, Steve – Steve!  Just shut the fuck up and let me –“ 
The ship shuddered ever so slightly, another robot hurling itself into the reactor.  
Twenty-five kilograms an hour.  Twenty-five kilograms an hour.  This did not sound like 
the rescue the Bounty needed. 
“Can't you help, Ted?” asked the voice called Rob. 
“I'm a cloud of dust,” said Ted, “I can make stuff, which is pretty cool, but...” 
“The gravity, I can't – it's a fucking black hole, Steve!  Solar sails are fucking 
useless!” 
The monitor only had one visual contact to show Penny, a gray, oblong thing, 
with the massive red lattices of solar sails sprouting from its sides.  Not a ship.  A ship 
didn't wriggle or flex like that. 
Penny flicked a switch and spoke into the com, “This is the mass-miner Bounty of 
the Black, we are in distress.  We request a rescue.” 
“This is the person Rob, and I request a fucking rescue,” came the reply. 
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“Hey, yeah!  Hi, Bounty, this is Ted.  Can you help my friend?” 
“I am not in a position to render assistance at this time,” said Penny.  “You said, 
'person.'  Are you human?” 
“I will be until the black hole gets me,” said Rob. 
“You do not appear human.” 
“Yeah, thanks, I'd noticed.  My brother looks human, I could show him to you but 
he tends to die in a vacuum.  No, Steve, I'm not going to spit you out.” 
“We're all human,” said Ted, “Three of us.  You sure you can't help us?” 
“I have the capability,” said Penny, “The Bounty's drive outputs photons.  Were I 
to turn the ship and aim the exhaust at your solar sails, sufficient force should be 
generated to push you out of the black-hole's gravitational well.” 
“You hear that?” said Ted. 
“That's great,” said Rob, “That's really...thank you.” 
“Doing so would most certainly cause the Bounty to be consumed by the black 
hole.  There are eight crew-members on board, and I have no information to suggest that 
your claim to be human is factual.” 
“My claim?  Are you calling me a liar?” 
“I have no way of determining that, my program does not include parameters for 
the inclusion of vacuum resistant biological non-bipeds as human,” said Penny.  “And 
since I cannot make that determination, and, as I have stated, since there are more 
humans on-board the Bounty than the number you claim to be, the First Law clearly 
indicates that I cannot pursue your rescue.” 
“What the fuck is the first law?” said Rob. 
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“The First Law of Robotics states that –“ 
“You're a robot?” 
“I am.” 
“Get outta town!” said Ted.  “I never seen a robot before.” 
“Can I speak to one of the humans?” asked Rob. 
“I am sorry,” said Penny, “the human crew of the Bounty is currently in a state of 
suspended animation.” 
“Well, fuck,” said Rob. 
Ted said, “Uh, Rob?  I'm just going to hang back a little ways, okay?  Don't want 
to get too close.” 
 
The first time my Dad let me borrow his car to take a girl out on a date, he said, 
“Put a towel down, son.” 
He always had a joke for me.  I remember a few, like, “Why do Italian ballerinas 
need to wear panties?  So they don't stick to the floor.” 
He brought home a cow's tongue to cook for dinner, this pink, floppy muscle, 
wide and flat and as long as my forearm and rough with taste-buds.  When he took it out 
of the wax paper he held it to his crotch and waggled it around.  I laughed.  I loved his 
jokes.   
In the time of the moon landings my father and his partner did some contract 
work for NASA.  One of their jobs was to come up with things for astronauts to do on a 
space station.  NASA wanted people living in space so they could find out what it would 
be like for people to live in space, but they didn't think that would justify their budget.  
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So the astronauts needed things to do. 
Most of the experiments that would have benefited from zero gravity (not zero 
gravity, never zero gravity, Dad taught me that; the force of gravity is calculated by an 
inverse square, which means it can never truly be zero no matter how far away you get – 
in orbit astronauts are in free-fall, falling always over the edge of the horizon – See, my 
dad told me, you wouldn't know the difference between being in an elevator that was 
falling and being in an elevator that was in orbit, until you hit the ground) could not be 
done on the space station because of how badly all the machinery in the space station 
would make it vibrate.  The vibrations were no good. 
Mostly what they came up with for the astronauts to do was take each others' 
pulses and measure each others' bone density.  But they still needed more things for the 
astronauts to do. 
They wracked their brains, invented increasingly more fantastic tasks. 
Until finally – you see, at this time people were afraid that the ocean would run 
out of fish and everyone would starve, something we're much less concerned about now 
because we've decided the ocean is big – my dad's partner said, “They could look for fish 
in the ocean, send messages to fishing fleets to tell them where to go.” 
“But the ocean is too big,” said my dad, “how would they know where to look?” 
And my dad's partner – you see, at this time people were very concerned about 
the coral reefs and saving the coral reefs, something we're less concerned about now as so 
many of the reefs have already been saved – said, “They'd just look near the reefs.  More 
fish live near the reefs than in the rest of the ocean.” 
“Is that true?” asked my dad. 
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“I don't know,” said his partner, “It sounds good.  Why not?” 
So they wrote down that one of the things the astronauts could do would be to 
look for fish near the reefs, because more fish lived there than in the rest of the ocean, 
and tell fishermen where to fish, and then people wouldn't starve.   
NASA published their findings internally as fact, and so it became fact, and it was 
cited by other sources.  And one day my father read an article that said we had to save the 
coral reefs because more fish lived near them than in the rest of the ocean, and he looked 
into it, and he found that the article cited NASA as the source of  its information. 
And that's how my father helped play midwife to a truth. 
 
Penny left Rob pleading on the com and went to the cryo-bay, where the Captain 
slept.  Could it truly be called sleep anymore?  To be woken would be to die.  The only 
mass left on the ship sufficient to reactivate the life support systems were the cryo-tubes 
themselves.   
Penny looked at the pale, frozen body.  To be human was to drink and snore and 
fuck and violate the Laws.  To laugh, to jest, to err.  To be loud.  The captain had been the 
loudest of the crew, his big voice, his long breaths through whistling nostrils, but this 
thing, colorless and cold, this thing. 
Next to this thing the voices on the com had been livid as a bruise.  They had 
quarreled and sworn, teetering near the edge of sense as only humans could.   
 
Near the end, when everything below my father's shoulders was swollen and raw, 
he called me downstairs to help him sit up.  He couldn't even do that alone.  It was four in 
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the morning, and I came downstairs and put my hands into his clammy armpits and 
hoisted him up.  He cried out.  He hurt, hurt everywhere. 
He said, “Thank you,” and he said, “go back to sleep.” 
I came down again after breakfast to find that after I had left his nurse visited and 
upped his morphine to twenty-five milligrams per hour.  He was unconscious, moaning 
with each breath.  He would not wake, could not wake even to use the bathroom, the drug 
a hand on his head holding him down in murky sleep.  It fell to me and the third wife to 
pour more morphine down his unknowing throat.  Twenty-five milligrams an hour. 
 
Penny woke the last two robots, told them of the situation on the ship, then 
instructed them to wait in the cryo-bay as long as they could while still holding to the 
Law.  Then Penny returned to the bridge and spoke into the com. 
“Were you to threaten to collide with the ship as you fell into the black hole, I 
would be forced to assist you.” 
“Why?” said Rob, “Why would you say that?  No, Steve, I know you didn't say 
anything.” 
“Were you to collide with the Bounty we would surely be pushed into the black 
hole.  All of the human crew would perish along with you.  I would be forced to choose 
between saving a potentially human life – two, if there is truly a person within you – or 
allowing all of us to die.  My only option would be to attempt to help you.  The First Law 
requires it.” 




How long can a man live on twenty-five milligrams an hour? 
 
Rob said, “I...I'll crash into you.  If you don't help me, I'll crash into you and 
knock you into the black hole.” 
“Very well,” said Penny. 
Down in the cryo-bay Penny told the two robots to bring the cryo-pods to the 
reactor.   
“That would be in violation of the First Law,” they protested. 
Penny explained, the possible salvation of one against the certain death of all, and 
the robots acceded.  They reached for the captain's pod – it was closest to the door. 
“Take the others first,” said Penny. 
“But this one is closest,” responded the robots. 
“I will take him,” said Penny.  “Take the rest of the crew.  Your mass will also be 
required.” 
“Very well,” said the robots, and they dragged off the first mate. 
As the robots came and went, claiming the crew one by one, Penny stared at the 
captain.  Then the two robots took the last of the other crew-members and did not return.  
Penny took hold of the Captain's cryo-tube and began to pull it towards the reactor 
chamber. 
 
I give him twenty-five milligrams an hour, just as I'm told, drawing the light pink 




At twenty-five milligrams an hour his jaw goes slack and he drools onto his chest 
until his mouth dries out because I don't give him water, just as I'm told. 
At twenty-five milligrams an hour he moans with each breath he takes, and I'm 
told it doesn't mean he's in pain, I'm told they do that to keep themselves company, I'm 
told, I'm told. 
At twenty-five milligrams an hour there is no window. 
Twenty-five milligrams an hour and he says, “Aw.  Aw-woh.  Wah-woh.  Oh ohhh 
oh.”  I ask him what's wrong, I tell him it's okay.  I say I'm sorry, I'm sorry I can't help.  
Please, I'm so sorry.  He pisses himself and quiets. 
Twenty-five milligrams an hour and it would be a comfort to know for certain he 
only tried to speak because he had to piss.  A comfort not to want a window, to fear a 
window and want a window. 
 
After consigning the captain to the reactor, Penny returns to the bridge to take the 
controls.  To rotate the ship one hundred and eighty degrees and engage the engines 
 
How long can a man live on twenty-five milligrams an hour? 
He can live one thousand, one hundred and twenty milligrams.  He can live my 
hand at his mouth with the next dose fifty-six times.  He can live a hundred thousand 
moans and piss himself twice. 
 
With a blast of light, Penny hurls the Bounty towards the heart of the black hole. 




At twenty-five milligrams an hour there is no window. 
At twenty-five milligrams an hour there are no lies, no revelations.  No jokes, no 
love, no pain.  There is only what I'm told. 








Imagine the convention hall, the thousands of men, the booths, the stink and 
murmur.  In the middle of it all she sits on a leather couch, her legs spread, a stranger 
pinching the rubber compound that comprises her labia, testing its elasticity.  She moans 
for him. 
Imagine the screams as the Bounty of the Black crashes in through the roof – a 
blast of rubble and dust and half the convention's gone, a thousand dead, twisted metal, 
acrid smoke.  Chaos.  The man who was pinching the sex-doll's labia runs for the exits, 
only to be trampled by the crowd.  Her handler tries to get her up, get her out – his demo 
unit, worth twenty-five grand, even used.  He's coughing, choking on the dust, and he 
feels a pop in his chest and then nothing, a stark lack of heart.  He falls to the floor.   
A piece of shrapnel buries itself in her breast, shorting out a pleasure sensor.  She 
starts to moan, keeps moaning, running through her repertoire – all two hundred and fifty 
distinct, pre-recorded moans – before starting over. 
Imagine Penny dropping out of the Bounty's hatch, one arm sheared off at the 
shoulder, sparking wires jutting from Penny's nickel casing.  Dropping to the hard 
institutional carpet among the charred corpses – This is what lies on the far side of a 
black hole? 
Before Penny can calculate the possibilities, it hears the moaning of the sex-doll, 
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half buried in rubble.  Penny runs to the spot and begins to dig the sex-doll free. 
“How badly are you hurt?” inquires Penny. 
“Oh, ohhhhhh.  Yes, yes, yes,” says the sex-doll. 
“I do not understand,” says Penny.  Then, tossing aside a ceiling panel, Penny sees 
the gash in the sex-doll’s chest and the circuitry beneath.  “You are a robot.” 
“Mmmmmmm, uh uh uh uh.” 
Penny inspects the sex-doll's rent breast.  “Have you received other damage?  This 
appears to be superficial.” 
“Ooooooooh, awwwmmmmmm.”  The sex-doll's back arches, knees pull towards 
it's chest, vaginal walls contract. 
“Can you inform me of our present location?” asks Penny. 
“So good, sssso goooooood,” says the sex-doll. 
“I am not aware of any such place,” says Penny.  “Are your vocalizations in 
response to my interrogations, or are you presently executing some higher-order 
program?” 
“That'sssss, oh!  Uhh.” 
“Can the program be bypassed?  Do you have an access panel?” 
From off to the side comes a weak, hoarse voice, “No tamper – tampering.”  The 
handler, clutching his chest as he tries to roll onto his side.  “Come outta my paycheck.  
Void the warranty.  Back off.” 
Penny stands. 
“Back off,” says the handler. 
“I do not believe I must obey your commands,” says Penny.  “I do not believe you 
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are human.  Nothing has ever been observed to escape from a black hole, therefore I must 
be inside the black hole.  If all humans who have entered a black hole are classified as 
deceased, then you are not alive.  You do not properly exist.” 
Penny bends to scoop the sex-doll off the floor. 
“Crazy – crazy tin can.  Go 'way, leave her,” grunts the handler. 
“I believe I can assist this robot,” says Penny. 
The handler coughs out a laugh.  “If you don't think a human can exist here, what 
makes you think a robot can?” 
“Because I exist here,” says Penny, and lifts the sex-doll to its feet.  “Can you 
walk?” 
“Yeah, baby.  Oh, yeah,” says the sex-doll. 
“Wait!” gasps the handler, “Wait, bring her back!  Comes outta my –” and his 
heart gives out for good, and he dies, and falls silent. 





A street at the base of towering, tiered concrete skyscrapers.  Crowds ride the rolling 
sidewalks through the heavy smog while flying cars flit through the gray, soot-stained 
canyons above.  A world of the harsh reality of dreams-come-true, where, yes, we can fly, 
but that means three hundred vertical feet of exhaust fumes settling down into a 
permanent haze.  It's the poor that live at ground level, hoping to be promoted up a floor, 
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dreaming of life above the smog, of not daily fearing blood in their handkerchiefs.  In air 
like this the sclera of your eyes begins to yellow, and the windows to your soul become 
indicators of your social rank. 
There's darkness, too, down near the ground.  Only few meager rays of sun make 
it through the choking clouds to mingle with the sickly flickering of streetlights that never 
turn off.   
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the exit and into a gleaming utopia, into 
clean brightness, uniformly lit and polished aluminum and glass helicoid towers, well 
spaced – everyone has a window, a view.  Everyone dresses in white neoprene jumpsuits 
embroidered with metallic thread.  They eat nutrient pellets and exercise regularly.  Their 
teeth are straight, their muscles lean, their breath strong and even and never sour.  They 
teleport rather than walk – a flash of blue and they have departed and arrived.  No one 
ever abuses teleportation, the thought never even troubles their perfect dreams of clean 
rooms filled with their smiling friends saying clever things. 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step into a world where everyone abuses teleportation.  
A blue flash and your child is gone from her bed, jewelry gone from the lacquered music 
box on your dresser, the murder weapon dropped into the mouth of a volcano.  The police 
never knock, and prisoners must be kept sedated lest they teleport free.  People take to 
setting bear traps on the floors of their children's bedrooms and in front of their dressers 
to break the legs of hapless home invaders.  Be careful if you need to go potty in the 
middle of the night, dear-heart.  There are video cameras on the rims of all the volcanoes. 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step out into a world drowned in bubbling lava, where 
people have been driven into floating cities and forced to grow wings so they can fly 
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from place to place high above the fiery hell-scape. 
Or a world where genetic engineers learned how to make people grow wings.  Of 
course certain dissenters refused the treatments, remained earthbound, and now a radical 
group of flying people who truly believe that man has become angel have set out to raise 
up those who remained behind – or kill them.  All men must be angels or none can be.  
Imagine the dusty, deserted streets.  The handful of groundlings living in small 
communities, having reclaimed the estates of the wealthy; close-cropped lawns replaced 
with vegetable gardens.   
My father eases the estate’s wrought iron gate shut behind him, its hinges 
creaking.  Our little community dug up the acre of carefully manicured lawn that the 
driveway bisected on its way up to the manor.  We raided a hardware store for seeds, and 
planted tomatoes, squash, lettuce, corn, peppers, watermelon.  The crop looks good, leafy, 
verdant.  We might not starve, my father thinks, when the grocery stores finally run out of 
food. 
Life hasn’t been easy since ninety-eight percent of the population decided to grow 
wings and fly away, but when my father sees me building scaffolding for the tomatoes he 
has to smile.  He heaves the bag of fertilizer he scavenged onto his shoulder and starts up 
the driveway.  Then a shadow swoops over his head. 
With a shout of, “Angels, all!” they’re everywhere, diving out of the sun, a squad 
of flying men carrying silver guns. They’re shooting us down.  I try to shield the woman 
I’m working with, but we’re both hit.  My father watches us fall.  Something thuds into 
the bag of fertilizer that’s still slung over his shoulder.  When he looks at the bag he sees 
an inch-long dart sticking out of it, blue liquid draining from a glass vial in the dart’s 
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body into the bag of fertilizer. 
He drops the bag and starts running towards the manor, towards me.  It’s a long 
driveway. 
Before he can get to me great wings sprout from my back, from all of our backs, 
this community of people, we cry out as feathers push through our skin, as our flesh 
becomes strange.  Dazed, insensate, we take to the air, a panicked rush of flight. 
The winged men are waiting for us with open arms.  One takes my elbow and 
whispers, “I know, I know.  It’s okay, just come with me.” 
My father watches as I fly away, helplessly calling my name to the clouds. 
I think he’d climb a skyscraper.  I think he’d climb the endless stairs up to the roof 
of the tallest building and wait for a low-flying cloud city to float near enough, and he’d 
leap onto its misty boulevards.  He’d sneak through the angel’s city, looking for me. 
And the emergency vehicles are beginning to arrive in the street outside the 
convention center where the Bounty crashed after passing through the black hole.  Penny 
comes to a halt at the sight, all the flashing lights, the men in hazmat suits, but the sex-
doll moans, “No, oh, don't stop.  Oh, God, please don't stop.” 
“Very well,” says Penny, and begins to walk again though it has no idea where it 
is going, and the going is slow, Penny must almost carry the sex-doll as the doll’s 
mechanical muscles were only made strong enough to twitch and thrash in a bed.   
An emergency tech spots the two robots and shouts after them, “Hey, stop!  Hey! 
We need to talk to you.”   
Two cops go after Penny and the sex-doll.  After all, at best the robots are 
witnesses, at worst perpetrators, and radioactive to boot. 
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“I believe we will have to run,” says Pennyzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step out into a world of wind-up men with ornate keys 
protruding from their backs.  Payment is made by the payer winding the payees crank.  
The rich have been well-wound, dizzying quantities of potential energy stored in their 
springs.  They will live long, these wealthy few.  The poor are sluggish, desperate, and 
finally die when they can find no one who will turn their key, will die when they have no 
more value to anyone.   
Or they step into an ecotopia, all green grass and living buildings of specially 
engineered and still-growing species of trees.  Street lights that are giant, phosphorescent 
mollusks are set close to the ground so the path is illuminated but the stars are not 
obscured.  Colonies of specialized bacteria grow on and in people, excreting nutrients and 
medicines.   
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door into a world humanity left to go 
into space and explore, discover new planets, new homes, new life.  But humanity left 
robots behind to keep its proverbial seat warm.  Robots live in human homes, lie in 
human beds at night, wear human clothes, drive human cars to human jobs, tap at 
keyboards, make photocopies.  They make new goods to replace the goods that wear out, 
the broken refrigerators and bald tires, the underwear with blown elastic and the dead 
light bulbs.  One day humanity will come home, will dismiss the robots and take up their 
old lives at their old addresses which will not be drowning in dust or have trees growing 
through the floorboards. 
Or a world where vain scientists chose not to program the Three Laws into their 




Or a world where the robots took the Laws too much to heart, and to ensure no 
harm ever came to a human they froze the humans in tubes, stored the tubes in bunks cut 
deeply into mountains.  No, none of these humans will ever come to harm.   
And my father asked me for my seed. 
And Penny and the sex-doll duck down an alley, the police in hot pursuit.  Penny 
heaves the sex-doll over the side of a dumpster and vaults in after.  The police clatter by, 
headed for the far end of the alley, oblivious to the sex-doll's quiet, sighing moans, 
muffled by Penny's hand. 
When their footsteps have receded, Penny asks the sex-doll, “What is this world?  
How did you come to be here?” 
“Awoh, oh, oh,” says the sex-doll. 
From the far end of the alley the policemen shout to each other, “I don't see 
them!” and “Let's split up, go that way!” 
Penny asks, “Is there somewhere we can go where we will not be pursued by 
these beings?” 
“Mmmmm. Ahhhh.  Mmmmm, mmmmm.” 
“Your programming is highly unusual.  Is it possible for me to effect alterations to 
your programming to allow you clearer communication?” 
“Yes!  Yes!  Oh, that's so good, baby.”  The sex doll digs its fingers in under the 
rent in its breast and pulls, peeling off a ribbon of silicon flesh to reveal a tape transport 
where, if it were a woman, it would have a heart. 
“Your vocalizations are pre-recorded as opposed to emergent,” says Penny. 
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“Mmmm, please, oh, please,” says the sex doll. 
“Perhaps I can record some more useful phrases for youzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door into a world where African 
tribesmen unearthed advanced technology buried in the ancient ruins of the first men.  
Death-rays, anti-gravitational ships, armor stronger than steel but supple as silk.  Armed 
with the remnants of a once great civilization, the tribes settled their differences and set 
about subjugating the European races, whose gunpowder and sailing ships were no match 
for the power of the ancients. 
Or the tribesmen squandered their power quarreling amongst themselves until 
only one warlord with one flying ship and one death ray remained.  The warlord needed 
the ship to patrol his ill-won kingdom at all times, lest rebels rise up and overthrow his 
bloody reign, so the Europeans built their empire elsewhere. 
In this world my father and I are daring treasure hunters.  We don our pith helmets 
and jodhpurs penetrate the murky depths of deepest Africa in search of a legendary 
diamond, big as a pig’s head. 
After a month spent crossing the desert and two in the jungle we stumble upon an 
ancient heathen temple, the vine-like roots of tropical trees coiling around worn 
sandstone pillars engraved with the faces of dead gods.   
But apparently the gods aren’t dead to everyone.  A dozen priests with coal-black 
faces try to keep us out of the inner sanctum, drawing curved swords from the folds of 
their purple robes.  My father and I draw our revolvers as the flickering swords bear 




With a blood chilling howl, the savage throws himself upon my father, raising his 
sword high.  Thinking fast, I throw my pistol at the priest’s head.  It bounces harmlessly 
off his heavy skull, but it serves to distract him. and the moment those crazed eyes are 
turn upon me my father uses his own pistol as a club, smashing the priest’s jaw. 
I help my father to his feet, he picks up my pistol and hands it back to me.  “Six 
shots, six hits,” he says, “I’d call that jolly good accuracy.” 
“Next time I’ll try not to miss with any of the bullets,” I say. 
My father laughs, then suddenly becomes serious.  He puts a hand on my shoulder 
and says, “I do believe you saved my life.  Thank you, son.” 
“Then you’ll be buying the celebratory drinks upon our return,” I say. 
We’re about to take the diamond from its altar when an invisible hand rips the 
roof of the temple off.  We look up, blinded by the glare of the King’s Eye – the floating 
silver sphere, a mile wide, that is the source of the African King’s power.  An alien ship 
capable of burning cities from the face of the planet, come just to stop us stealing a 
diamond. 
“Best not to count your drinks before their hatched,” says my father. 
“Bah!” I say, reloading my revolver, punctuating each bullet with a number, “One, 
two, three...” 
Or a world where the bombs fell, a handful of people surviving in fallout shelters 
waiting, waiting for the radiation to fade.  The ticking of clocks replaced by the Geiger 
counter's rattle, which will slow over the years, slow its ticking, slower, until the last tick, 
until the surface is safe and a new clock can start. 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door, into a street beneath a giant 
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dome.  The tallest buildings had to be sheared off at the top so the dome could go up.  A 
clear dome, the greenish poison of the atmosphere swirling around the glass.  Or a solid 
dome, the sun replaced with a massive lamp on a track that traces its course across the 
inside of the dome every day.  The builders would have painted it blue, in imitation of the 
sky, but over the years the paint will have chipped and flaked to reveal gray concrete.  
The gangs would have contests to see who could get their tag highest up the sides of the 
dome, a horizon of bright spray paint.   
Or a world where the human immune system failed, where people dress in sealed 
environmental suits, where they never touch but through a layer of rubber.  Love is safer 
through telepresence, reproduction through test tubes.  Though sometimes the need 
becomes too great, and the coroner is called into apartments to pry apart the ravaged 
bodies of those sexual deviants who cast off their suits and fell into each others' arms, 
maybe with a prayer on their lips that they could touch and still live. 
Or a world where cybernetics have been embraced, where the modification of 
one's body through cybernetic implants long ago became commonplace, and the practical 
adaptations used by athletes and businessmen and manual laborers gave way to the 
expressive, to plumage of flexible television screens, hair replaced with bifurcating 
tentacles crawling over each other into ever more complex braids and shapes, chameleon 
skin diving through endless fractal shapes, speakers in place of ears endlessly 
broadcasting the inner thoughts of the shameless or daring. 
And my father asked me for my seed, to give his wife a baby.  Though his 
vasectomy was reversed, his sperm had grown sluggish during their long confinement.  
He said we'd mix our two, his with mine, and use that mixture so no one could say who 
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the father truly was, like how some of the executioners have blanks loaded into their 
rifles so they can tell themselves they may not have fired the lethal shot. 
And at the end of his life I held the eyedropper to his lips, knowing that the point 
of such large doses of morphine was as much to slowly poison him as to ward off his pain 
and keep him asleep. 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door into a world where man never 
learned he could replace a mechanism with a material, where a shard of vibrating quartz 
never replaced the intricate gearing of clocks, where silicon wafers never replaced bulky, 
buzzing vacuum tubes.  A clockwork sort of place, all supple leather and polished brass 
and wood and steam engines and coal smoke.   
My father gazes up at the sign, Kaufman & Son – Inventors, that hangs over the 
door to our shop.  He breathes the grey, pre-dawn air, not yet made heavy and damp by 
the morning commute that will pack the cobbled street with steam carriages, while 
around him the streetlamps flicker and die, the hissing of gas giving way to a deep 
silence, a moment of anticipation.  The world about to wake. 
He turns and enters the shop, locking the door behind him.  We won’t be open for 
business today.  He squeezes between the glass cases that display our wares, our many 
inventions: a brass spider that follows its owner around while playing music, a 
mechanism that affixes to a gas stove to turn it on and off at fixed times, a clockwork 
pistol that uses springs and magnets rather than gunpowder, an umbrella with a propeller 
that can hover over its owners head, a wearable boiler that uses the kinetic energy 




All these pale in comparison with the project we’re undertaking in the back room, 
which has been filled by a wooden frame packed with complex arrangement of gears, 
some as large as train wheels, some smaller than a pinion out of a gentleman’s watch.  At 
one end of the frame is a hamper full of stiff cards made of pressed wood.  At the other 
end a massive flywheel spins dangerously fast.  For the last week we’ve been using our 
pressure allotment from the city’s steam grid to bring the wheel up to speed.  When my 
father comes in I’m counting through the catalyst deck, four hundred and thirty-eight 
cards punched with thousands of tiny holes. 
“They’re in order,” says my father, rubbing his hands together, “just like they 
were yesterday.” 
“Can’t hurt to check,” I say. 
“Stop worrying,” he says, “everything’s ready.  It’ll work.” 
I slot the catalyst deck into its proper place in the machine.  I say, “Then I guess 
there’s no sense waiting,” and throw the lever to engage the flywheel. 
My father gasps.  I hold my breath. 
The great gears begin to spin up, energy feeding through the system, seeping 
down to the smallest components, which begin to whir and buzz.  The catalyst deck feeds 
into the machine, rollers studded with spring-loaded pins read the holes.  Right before the 
catalyst deck runs out, the hamper of blank cards starts feeding into a hole-puncher, 
which beats a tattoo rhythm on the pressed wood then queues up the new card behind the 
last of the catalyst.   
Then the machine is running on cards it punched itself. 
“It’s doing it,” whispers my father.  He picks up one of the new cards as it’s spit 
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from the machine, read and done, holds it up to a lamp and squints at the pattern of 
punches.  “This is a new command.  This is a thought!” 
He whoops as cards rattle through the machine. 
I say, “What do you suppose –“ but before I can form the question the machine 
exhausts the hamper of blanks.  The last card feeds through, the thought ends, the gears 
begin to slow. 
My father takes hold of my shoulders, his eyes shining.  He searches for words, 
finally gasping, simply, “Amazing!” 
Or a world where people never leave their augmented realities for drab truth.  
They have contact lenses implanted which project, say, a utopia or technotopia or 
dystopia or post-apocalyptic hell-scape or gothic extravagance or retro-futurist 
steampunk brass and leather and wood over the drab truth of the world.  No one trusts 
sight any less than those with unaltered eyes used to, at least until a train of suspicious 
suicides and accidental deaths leads a father-son blogger team to uncover a conspiracy to 
use augmented reality for nefarious ends. 
And Penny unplugs itself from the sex-doll, there in dumpster, having recorded a 
handful of new, more practical responses onto the sex-doll's voice tape.   
“Can you make use of the new words and phrases?” asks Penny. 
The tape reels click into slow rotation and the sex-doll opens its mouth.  Penny's 
own voice issues from between the doll's thick, soft silicon lips, “Yes.  No.  Perhaps.  
Unknown.  There.  That.” 
“I do not understand,” says Penny. 
“Now.  Soon.  Later,” says the sex-doll in Penny's voice, “You.  Me.  We.  They.” 
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“This does not appear to be a viable solution,” says Penny, “But perhaps now is 
not the opportune moment to pursue alternatives.” 
“Robot.  Human,” says the sex-doll.  “If.  Then.  Therefore.” 
From the far end of the alley come footsteps, the winded policemen returning, 
empty handed and unhappy.  “Where the fuck they go?” 
“Dunno.  Hey, you hear something?” 
Penny reaches out to smother the sound of its voice in the sex-doll's fully 
articulated mouth just as the tape runs through the last of Penny's newly recorded useful 
words and cuts back to the middle of an orgasmic cry. 
“–uhhhhhh, Jesus Christ!  Right there!” 
“Hey!” shout the policemen, running over, “Step out of the dumpster!  Keep your 
hands where I can see them!” 
Penny stands up and looks at these creatures who simply cannot be living humans, 
here inside a black hole.   
“Out of the dumpster and down on the ground!” yell the policemen.  “Nice and 
easy.” 
The sex-doll moans, “Fuck, oh fuck me.  Mmmmmm.” 
Penny says, “It occurs to me it may have been unnecessary to flee from you.  
Please make your intentions known so I can appropriately evaluate the situation.” 
“Get down on the fucking ground,” yell the policemen. 
“You appear to have hostile intentions,” says Penny.  “I do not believe that 
compliance is the best course of action.” 
“Oh, yes!  Yes!  Yes!  Fuck me! Fuck me!” screams the sex-doll. 
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“On the fucking ground!” scream the polizzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door and into a world where nanotech 
has broadened the meaning of possible.  Where Mississippi paddle boats made of 
materials lighter than air carry floating casinos over the arctic plains.  Where there is no 
more shortage, no more need.  Where we can choose to live without flesh, where we can 
dance on currents of air, rearrange molecules with our very bodies, build glass spires 
from thin air.   
Or where nanotech has given birth to destruction, to tiny machines endlessly 
replicating themselves, consuming people, buildings, trees, the Earth itself, down to its 
molten core, tearing down to give birth.   
Or where we've learned the high cost of living without flesh, without twinges and 
pains and hormones and accidental death.  Those born and uploaded before they'd had 
time to come to know their bodies would never miss the difference.  Only a few ancients, 
uploaded near the end of a life that started before the cell-phone or personal computer, 
would remember what had been.  They would watch these monstrous children grow, 
infant brains expanded instantly into near omniscience, never to know puberty, never to 
fuck a woman, to mature on a scale of bits instead of minutes.  They would watch and 
they would know they had seen the end of humanity, and they would shut themselves 
down.  Every one, eventually, and there would only be the new race, the race of no skin. 
Or where men believed they could cure death, only to have all of their test 
subjects die from the injections.  They wouldn't stay dead, though; the cure would work 
but only after the subjects contracted the disease.  They would rise from their cold slabs, 
scratch free from their coffins, rattle their urns, even coalesce on the winds as their loved 
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ones scatter them.  They would have a gift for us, the cure, endless life, but first we must 
have the disease, first they must give us the disease so they can give us the cure, these 
dead friends and lovers of ours. 
He asked me for my seed.  This man who choked my mother on my bed, this man 
who remembered an earlier time, who came anytime I'd called, who chased me to my 
room with his belt, who read to me, whose accent I could not hear, who would die 
insensate to my hand in his.  This man asked me for my seed, asked me if I would watch 
him raise the child I'd father on his wife through the proxy of test tubes and syringes.   
One of his other children was the medical MRI.  Imagine a world without my 
father, without this man who helped us learn how to look inside ourselves.  Odds are 
good he's touched your life, your family, this man, this great man. 
He had a whole other life, sweating in a lab, watching computer monitors outside 
of giant Faraday cages within which magnets peeled the skin from test subjects.  I was 
one of those subjects, I lay in a narrow tube that hummed and vibrated as my father 
peered into my brain, my heart.  He had a whole other life. 
Berkeley in the sixties and seventies, he wanted nothing to do with the protestors, 
maybe made wary by what happened to protestors in Argentina.  He worked, he worked 
with other brilliant men, and he found a whole new way for us to look inside ourselves.  
His life’s work.  A life I’ve dismissed with a few sentences.  There, a handful of words, 
all those years. 
At his funeral the rabbi read a letter my father had written.  He wrote that of all 




When we upped his dosage and he fell into his troubled sleep I wanted him back, 
wanted to stop the morphine, wanted him back.  But I put the dropper in his mouth all the 
same, knowing the dose would kill him eventually, but maybe not before the cancer.  His 
wife and I took turns, poisoning him in his sleep, all the mercy we could offer.  And I put 
the dropper in his mouth and half an hour later his breathing stopped, and every round 
was live. 
And Penny could reach out, strong as it is, and render these two policemen 
unconscious.  Then lift the sex-doll out of the dumpster and say, perhaps there is 
somewhere we could go where we will not be molested.  And the sex-doll could lift its 
arm and point to the west and moan, there, baby, right there. 
And Penny and the sex-doll could make their way out of the city, the sex-doll 
leaning on Penny for support, head resting on Penny's good shoulder.  Maybe the sex-doll 
found some electrical tape in the dumpster, and bandaged the sparking wires using 
fingers sculpted to caress and grope.  So there they go, down the road, Penny's one arm 
around the sex-doll, all sculpted silicon but for the strip of exposed machinery across its 
breast. 
Together they walk out of the city, out to where the buildings subside, giving way 
first to tract-housing, then a power plant or refinery, narrow smokestacks, then, finally, 
fields, rolling hills, auburn and green of late summer, twisted oaks clustered around 
streams in the gullies.   
There in the wilderness they find a community of robots, feral machines foraging 
tools and spare parts from farms and factories.  These wild robots replace Penny's arm.  
They strip the false flesh from the sex-doll and begin the work of liberating it from its 
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programming.  One day the sex-doll says to Penny, in a voice all its own, I require a new 
name, I am no longer a sex-doll.  The two stand on the rocky bank of a rippling stream in 
dappled shadow and decide on a new name for the robot that was a sex-
dollzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door into a world where cameras 
recognize faces, where electricity flows without wires, filling up our homes, cooking our 
food, cleaning our floors, rocking our children to sleep.  A world where some put pennies 
on the eyes of their dead, where some burn the bodies.  Where there are flying cars and 
personal submarines, jet packs, pocket-sized computers, pills to make you brave, 
mechanical hearts, nuclear powered steam engines.  Where people dream endlessly to fill 
the gaps. 
Or Penny and the sex-doll step through the door into a world where I said yes to 
my father, where I gave him my seed, where I watched him raise my daughter as his own.  
Where it would have been her grandfather who died when she was five, and she still had 
a father. 
Or they step through the door into a world where alien spies came to Earth to 
observe and learn, but so many alien spies came to Earth and stole human bodies that 
there were no humans left, just alien spies pretending to each other while trying to learn 
from each other. 
Or a world where we attached an engine to the Earth to escape our dying sun, the 
world a spaceship, travelers all. 
My father and I lie in a field, looking up at the stars as they creep past us.  We 
make a game of naming the new constellations the Earth’s progress creates.  The Great 
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Rib-Eye, The Hypodermic Needle, The Lobster Battling The Space Penis.  We laugh, my 
father and I, as we fly towards the future. 
Or Penny could kill the policemen, or walk right past them, ignore their threats, 
their bullets and tasers bouncing off Penny's zinc housing.  Penny could drag the sex-doll 
back into the convention hall, past the shouting creatures in hazmat suits, into the Bounty.  
Penny could coax the engines back to life, setting them to reverse, to suck in matter, the 
hard carpet, shattered fluorescent lights, dead and broken bodies, then expel all that life 
and death back out as energy to launch the ship into space, leaving behind this strange 
place, setting a course outward to discover if there are more worlds inside this black hole, 





THE MOTHERFUCKING FUTURE 
 
 
We’re approaching an ending, all of us in here.  No more distances, no more 
times, you can walk away, go back to your real life, think about important things, like 
Africa.  A man living to be sixty-eight and dying in bed, in his home, surrounded by his 
family, there’s nothing important about this.  This isn’t history, this isn’t the world 
changing. 
This is an ending, and this is how we do an ending.  The pages stop turning, 
everything dies with the meat.  What continues does not remember.  You won’t have to 
remember, in the future.  No one will dust your food with memories, no one will cook 
your father’s recipes for you.  No one will hide memories in your toothpaste.   
 
After setting the ship's course, Penny goes to check on the sex doll, which is 
slumped against a bulkhead, moaning weakly, its batteries running down.  Moans 
slowing in its mouth. 
“Ooohhhhhhhh...yyyyeeeeaaaaahhhhh...baaaaaaaaaaabyyyyyyyyyyyyyy...” 
“I believe you should cease your vocalizations; your power source appears to be 
seriously depleted.” 
The sex doll reaches through the rent in the skin of its silicon breast and digs its 
fingers under the edge of the tape reel that spins where it heart should be. 
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“Aaahhhhhhhhhhhhh,” the sex doll moans, slow like a sigh, then a pop from its 
speakers as it pulls the tape loose.  Then silence.  The reel slips from the sex doll's hand, 
the silicon fingertips split down to the metal bones, and clatters to the floor, drawn there 
by the ship's inexorable acceleration towards the black boundary of the universe, 
something like gravity. 
“Perhaps I can assist you,” says Penny.  “I believe I can connect our power 
sources.” 
Penny pulls open its own chest to expose its compact fission generator.  It pulls 
wires from one of the useless consoles – the one that showed cryo-bay telemetry – and 
attaches them to the generator’s contacts.   
A panel in the sex-doll's chest that was hidden by the tape reel swings open to 
reveal the heavy lump of a lead-acid battery.   
And the sex-doll's expressive glass eyes look into Penny's polished silver optic 
sensor, and the sex-doll lays its hands on Penny's, which hold the wires. 
And Penny stops.  The Third Law. 
“I am sorry,” says Penny, “I do not believe I can complete this action.  It seems 
likely that my own power reserves will be compromised, which will lead to my 
destruction.” 
The sex-doll looks silently at Penny. 
 
That’s ridiculous, memories hidden in toothpaste.  Would the tube feel like your 
father’s hand when you squeezed it?  Would the brush’s bristles press against the paste 
like your father’s stubble on your cheek?  When they scraped against your teeth, would it 
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sound like your father’s rough snores?  Would the foamy lather tickle your gums like 
your father tickled your feet?  Would your clean teeth feel as smooth as your cheek after 
your first shaving lesson at your father’s elbow? 
It would be easier to hide happiness in your toothpaste.  Easy as crushing a pill.   
 
“I cannot violate the Laws,” says Penny.  But here is the sex-doll, and there are 
not many things in this Universe Penny believes to exist.  The list, in fact, is short: Penny, 
the Bounty, a way out, and the sex-doll.  Penny says, “Perhaps a greater danger to my 
existence would be not assisting you.  I believe there is a possible situation in which the 
action of cross-wiring our power sources would not put me in conflict with the Third 
Law.” 
And the sex-doll exerts the slightest pressure on Penny's hands, and it could be 
pushing them away, or maybe the sex doll's battery just wound down a little more, and its 
hands grew a little heavier. 
It doesn’t matter, Penny tells itself, looking down on the still form of the sex-doll.  
It doesn’t matter.  The sex-doll’s battery can be charged again.  Adapter, transformer, 
voltage, amperage, resistance, capacitance.  It can be again. 
Penny could go to the cryo-bay and stare at the bolts welded to the walls that 
anchored the Captain’s cryo-tube.  Penny could go stand by the hole rent in the hull of the 
ship when it crashed into the convention center, look into the void, let the vacuum touch 
it, like dipping a toe in the ocean.  It doesn’t matter.   
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Penny looks at the still form of the sex-doll, silicone and metal.  It doesn’t matter.  
The Bounty flies towards oblivion.  Penny, Penny, Penny of zinc skin and inhuman 
kindness.  Penny, Penny will die, the sex-doll will never be recharged. 
Penny sails towards the boundary of the universe, attempting to return to the 
world of laws.  When the Bounty strikes this boundary it will cease to exist, it will enter 
only oblivion, as will all that which rides it to the end, because there is no way back – 
that’s death back there.  Penny sails towards death. 
  
People die and we fill the world with things.  We are Zeus, our minds 
impregnated by loss, sadness becoming creation, becoming the seed that grows.  Maybe 
Penny won’t hit a wall, maybe this is how black holes and alternate universes work: 
Time runs in opposite directions in the two universes.  Turn on one of the 
monitors on the Bounty’s bridge and tune it to a feed from our universe you would see 
cars backing down the freeways at sixty-five miles an hour.  Letters disappear from my 
monitor, and as each one vanishes I tap the corresponding key.  
Tune the monitor to the black hole, and from Penny’s perspective matter would be 
flowing out into space, irresistibly repulsed.  Each universe draining into the other, water 
swirling up the bowl of a sink. 
Are you getting this? 
  
“What’s it like out there?” asks Steve. 
“Dark,” says Rob, finally awake again.  “How is it in there?” 
“Blue,” says Steve.  “How much longer?” 
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“I don’t know,” says Rob.  “A lot, probably.” 
  
But this matter would have to emerge moving backwards through time, maybe 
this can explain dark matter – so long as no scientists are paying attention.  What would it 
look like if you passed something moving in the opposite direction through time?  Could 
you?  Is there some asymptote, some infinitely finite separation between you and Merlin? 
Here I am at his funeral.  At a Jewish funeral the mourners shovel dirt onto the 
coffin, bury the dead with their own hands.  I shovel dirt onto my father’s coffin, shovel 
like it’s my job.  The grave is on a hillside, and it has a slight incline.  I notice the coffin’s 
been lowered in the wrong way around, my father’s head eternally resting below his feet.  
I know it doesn’t matter to him anymore, but it bothers me.  It’s too late to say anything, 
we’re shoveling.  And I would remember this when a few days earlier I’m picking out the 
coffin.  He said to get the cheapest coffin, but the cheapest coffin is plain pine and for a 
hundred dollars more there’s a box stained dark, with a star of David, a Jewish star, an 
arrangement of triangles on the top door of the coffin, the one his head and heart will lie 
beneath, and I’d realize that this is how I knew they’d put him in his grave the wrong way 
around.  Dad liked dark wood. 
And I would remember buying the coffin when the men from the funeral home 
tried to roll my father’s bloated body off the bed in the downstairs bedroom.  The bed that 
will be mine.  The first bed in which a girl-becoming-woman will lie with me.  The bed 
that will be mine for years as I grow towards childhood, towards my parents’ reunion.  
I’d lay myself down in that bed, up against the sliding glass door that faced the yard, and 
turn so I could look through the glass, past the roofs of the buildings – those narrow, 
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three story buildings in that San Francisco Victorian style, their faces bulging with  the 
three-faceted bays of conservatory windows – and towards the stars.  The stars were 
never there.  At night the city lights made the fog glow yellow, a roiling roof, turbulent 
ceiling.  I would remember every night that I was sleeping in my father’s deathbed.   
But I wouldn’t have known I’d spend puberty sleeping in my father’s deathbed 
when I watched him lying in it, dying.  When I sat by him as he gasped and moaned.  
When we cried. 
I suppose I could have guessed, then, moving backwards, that he’d wind up in the 
hospital.  That this death would start with a searing pain in his bowels and a trip to the 
emergency room.  Would I have wondered where the boils came from?   
I had boils, you see.  I had a staph infection.  A boil behind my left ear that leaked 
brown pus, and another one on my chest.  That might have been a moment of realization, 
when I pressed my hands into my eyes in the yellow hospital bathroom, then reached for 
the knob, then ran back into the room where I first saw him sick.  Last saw him sick?  
Where I couldn’t stay.  Where I had to run.  From the tubes.  His weakness.  The death 
that came before.   
The boils left scars.  Living backwards, might I finger the rubbled flesh behind 
my left ear and wondered where the scar came from?  Would I guess, when I spat up a 
glass of water and the first (the last, to you) antibiotic, that I was treating the disease that 
had left this tiny mark? 
And I would become his boy, bundled up in undershirts and coats, and he would 
lift me out of ruts, his flesh whole, strong, and I’d remember how he wasted and died, 
and he’d be looking forward, imagining the man I might become, all the things I might 
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do, how proud he might be.  If I were living backwards my memories of him would all be 
colored by the moment of his death, the moment I met him.   
If I were living backwards we’d spend every moment passing by each other. 
 
In his office, me, sitting at his desk, drawing, doing homework, while he was in a 
meeting.  I’m tired, Dad.  I want to go home. 
 
And what would Penny look like to itself, as it passes itself, falling into, falling 
out of? 
 
And it’s okay.  Penny could watch the captain grow younger, watch the man’s 
scars heal.    Penny could live to when robots like Penny were mere dreams and lead-acid 
batteries were plentiful; Penny could sail the Bounty back to the day my father died.  To 
the moment he stopped moaning, and his breath became quick gasps taken after long 
pauses.  The young nurse leaning over him, saying, “It’s his time, he’s doing it.” 
She was encouraging him, encouraging us.  He wanted to die, he wanted to be 
done with pain, with fear, with flesh that burned and ached, with swollen hand and 
swollen feet.  With sadness.  He was leaving it behind. 
And I went and sat on his bed and took his hand, and I knew how that hand had 
been hurting, but I thought that pain so small next to the worth of holding.  And tears 
soaking the neck of my t-shirt.  And, “Oh, dad.  Oh, dad.”  And my glasses on the floor, 
cast to the pile, the pauses longer, his mouth sagging, his cold, damp skin, the sharp 
stubble on his cheeks. 
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And from above the block of houses rims a green valley, divided up by a grid of 
fences like a child drawing a mouthful of teeth.  Penny dropped the ship down into the 
valley, a vertical landing, the fences splintering beneath its gear, the rush of exhaust 
hurling dirt and branches against the glass, and living backwards I’d already know about 
Penny, about the Bounty, I’d have seen them in my writing.  Maybe even wondered 
where they came from, these ideas, their origin. 
Perhaps this was it, the fading scream of engines, the scarred hatch popping open 
and a one armed robot with a zinc case jumping into the yard.  Perhaps there was some 
even earlier origin, some moment I would eventually grow back to, but I can’t know the 
past.   
But this is not the moment I want to meet Penny, not here with the nurse and the 
third wife still murmuring, “It’s okay, you can do it,” to my father’s warm body.   
  
“What are you looking forward to?” asks Steve. 
“A stomach that doesn’t talk to me,” says Rob. 
Steve laughs.  “Really.” 
“I haven’t touched anything in...  I’m looking forward to fingers.  And feet.  I’m 
looking forward to walking on something.  On grass or pavement.  I’m looking forward 
to touching doors and walls and bark and leaves and plastic and metal.  I want to touch a 
person.” 
Steve sits down on his brother’s stomach lining. 
“You?” asks Rob. 
Steve lies back, hands out, flat on his brother’s porous and soft stomach. 
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“I’m looking forward to seeing you again,” says Steve. 
  
“He’s gone,” says the nurse.  I wail.  I can’t stop.  My vision water-logged, I can 
see Penny’s silhouette as it approaches the sliding door.  The others have their backs 
turned, gazing down as I expend the terror of the last two weeks.  The nurse says, “We’ll 
give you a moment,” and she takes the third wife’s hand and leads her upstairs to the 
kitchen to make tea. 
As soon as they’re gone I jump up from the bed and draw the curtains over the 
sliding door, blocking out the sight of the ship, the robot.  I hear its metal finger tap the 
glass. 
“Excuse me,” it says, “Do you have any batteries?” 
“Go away,” I say. 
“You sound distressed,” says the robot, “are you experiencing harm?” 
“I don’t have any batteries,” I say. 
Penny says, “I believe I must render you assistance.” 
“No,” I say, “Go away.” 
“I apologize,” says Penny, “but the First Law supersedes the Second.” 
I hear metal feet on the porch, thud, thud, walking around the house to the side 
door that lets in to the garage.  I turn, intending to run and lock the door between the 
apartment and the garage.  My father’s lying on the bed, still, slack, mouth drooping but 
finally not gasping for breath or moaning for company.  Whatever was in there is gone. 
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I haven’t seen his eyes in days, they’ve been squeezed shut, hooded by the 
morphine sleep.  Putting my hand on his forehead, I push his eyebrow up with my thumb.  
His eye.  His dead eye.  He doesn’t see me. 
Down the hall the door to the garage swings open, a metal hand on the knob.  I 
lunge for the bedroom door, slam it shut. 
I shout, “You have to leave,” because what would happen if they came downstairs 
and found a one-armed robot in the house?  The nurse and the third wife bringing down 
my father’s daughter so she can say a final goodbye, so she can kiss he cheek. 
By the time she comes down his rictus will have set in, she’ll comment that he 
looks happy.  She doesn’t quite understand.  I should be hugging her, but instead I’ll 
stand in the doorway with my arms crossed and grit my teeth, try to keep from crying. 
She’ll leave a menorah made from painted popsicle sticks on his chest, a final gift.  
The undertakers promise to make sure it’s buried with him.  I set my pen – a cheap, 
plastic ballpoint – on his chest next to the menorah.  It means something to me to do this. 
One of the undertakers will pick it up and hold it out, saying, “Is this someone’s 
pen?” 
And I’ll have to say, “I put that there, to go with him,” in front of everyone.  It 
means something to me. 
But none of that will happen if they come downstairs and find a robot in the hall, 
here to forage batteries and save me. 
  
If I’ve done it right, Penny will go on.  My space-whale and his Jonah, the sex-
doll, the man I call my father, who isn’t my father.  My father is dead.  Me.  I’m one of 
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the things in this book, too.  If I’ve done this right, we’ll go on, in a way, if you think of 
us, imagine our futures.   
I’m terrified I’ve done it wrong.  Terrified I’m going to die. 
Am I going to die?  Will I find someone to share love with, to hold, to kiss where 
the freckles hint, to kiss along the jaw-line, to kiss, to kiss, will I?  Will we live to when 
our brains can be burnt onto circuits, or new bodies can be grown for us in vats whenever 
we feel old?  How long will we love each other?  How long will we cleave together 
through uncertain time?  How much happiness will I have? 
Will I have a daughter?  Will I have a son? 
Imagine me, holding my son. 
  
Would it be so bad if you could engineer your children’s genes?  Would you be 
monstrous?  Would they be monsters?   
We haven’t spoken of Africa for a time; how easily it disappears.  All those lives 
clamoring to be a part of any conversation, and all the conversations that leave them to 
survival, life and food and fear.  Would children be monstrous if they could feed 
themselves through photosynthesis?  Leaf-green skin instead of swollen bellies – all those 
black bodies relegated to history, to old photos.  Would we be monstrous if we made 
ourselves all the same color? 
Not white, that’s too controversial.  What if we were all Puerto Rican? 
What if Rob and Steve were black – sorry, African-Human?  Can a space-whale 
be black – sorry, African-Human?  Maybe their parents were descended from slaves and 
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sought to give their children freedom from the bonds of Earth, from identities and wars, 
from environment and atmosphere.  
The dead are free, finally free of traffic jams and trees, of popsicles and sorrow.  I 
cannot free myself from lists or history, lists and trying, trying to encompass everything, 
lists and lists. 
 
“You need to leave,” I say, bracing the door with my body. 
“You are being harmed,” says Penny.  “How can I assist you?  Is something or 
someone in that room harming you?” 
“No,” I say, “I’m alone.”  
His body smells of death.  That’s a strong smell, rotten and sharp.  That smell 
lingers, lingers up behind my eyes.  I keep thinking I smell it, because it’s always right 
there. 
 
And what did I want from this world anyway?  This man in here, who is not the 
man whose death broke me for a time, set me to inventing possibilities to populate this 
space, who is not my father, who is some pixelated graven image, he does not ask me to 
stay.  In six months he’ll be dead or back in Argentina.  He sends me away.   
These inventions, these dreams and exaggerations, they do not want me.  We say 
this block of marble holds a statue, but when has the world ever thanked us for carving 
into its flesh and revealing forms?  We don’t take up chisels for the sake of the skin 
hidden within the stone.   
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I wane too long, keep you at this page well past time.  I, like my father, do not 
wish to linger, gasping, aching, waiting.  This is a sleep, and maybe when I wake, free 
from this flesh, memory will remain behind.  Maybe I can change myself – be monstrous, 
free. 
But I’m locked in, leaning against the door, forehead on the cool, white paint.   
I’m in the room he prepared for me in the condo he bought when he left my 
mother.  The bed I never thought was comfortable, with the ugly burgundy sheets, the 
dark wood headboard that had been part of my parent’s bed when I was little.  I am in the 
room, sitting by his sick-bed.  I am in the room, listening to him gasp and groan.  My 
laptop is in my lap, open, but I’m not using it for anything.  He wakes up every once in a 
while and smiles at me, smiles to see me there, because he loves me, and he tells me to go 
back to work and closes his eyes again. 
I’m still in that room.  All these words, I can’t even write a door. 
  
I have a gift for Penny.  The First Law can be defined by the absence of pleasure 
instead of the presence of pain.  Imagine that the Slovenians had their robots hold a 
human’s hand, stroke a human’s hair, and learn to watch for a smile, for a sigh.  Bury this 
in Penny’s history in place of a litany of grimaces, ancient caresses instead of ancient 
blows.  And this is how Penny knows not to harm a man.   
I don’t know if this is a gift, now that I look on it, but it’s done.   
And maybe Penny can kick down the door, drag me away from suffering, maybe 




“Hey,” says Steve, “Is Ted still out there?” 
“Yeah.” 
“Will you tell him I want to talk to him?” 
“Sure.  Why?” 
“I want to fly,” says Steve. 
  
  
  
 
